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HOW CAN WE PRESERVE OUR SECURITY WITHOUT SACRIFICING OUR ESSENTIAL L1BER

INTRODUCTION

This unit is part of a course entitled "Value Conflicts and Policy Decision
of the units in the-coUrse has been chosen also to fit the theme of Challenges t
racy at Home and cOroad.

This unit focuses upon a problem: the seeming value conflict between indiv
and national secuirty. The issue is perhaps the most important issue in all gov
conflict may nct be so clear-in a democracy in which the desire to preserve nati
ity involves the desire to preserve basic freedoms. Still, the issue arises con
the people within a democracy face new problems and make specific policy decisi
as citizens must learn to make decisions about problems vhen the issue recurs.

The format of this resource unit clarifies the relationship among objectiv
teaching procedures, and mat6rials of instruction. r

1. The objectives column on the left hand side of each page answers the q
jj should we teach this content and use these procedures?

2. The next column presents an outline of content. It answers the questio
What topics should we teach?

3. The procedures column, found on the opposite page, ansers the question:
How can we teach these objectives and this content?

4. The materials column on the right hand side of the page answers the que
With what materials can we teach the objectives and content and handle
procedures?

The objectives column identifies transferable generalizations, not just si
positions about the Communist Party, other far left groups, far right groups, o
versiveo measures. The outline of content identifies information which can be u
teach these generalizations. However, it should be clear that such information
be used to teach important propositions about extremist groups, civil liberties
sures to curb subversives.
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i CAN WE PRESERVE OUR SECURITY WITHOUT SACRIFICING OUR ESSENTIAL LIBERTIES?

INTRODUCTION

nit is part of a course entitled "Value Conflicts and Policy Decisions." Each
s in the course has been chosen also to fit the theme of Challenges to Democ-
e andk(kbroad.

nit focuses upon a problem: the seeming value conflict between individual rights
1 secuirty. The issue is perhaps the most important issue in all government. The
y not be so clear-in a democracy in which the desire to preserve national secur-
s the desire to preserve basic freedoms. Still, the issue arises constantly as
within a democracy face new problems and make specific policy decisions. Students
must learn to make decisions about problems Wien the issue recurs.

rmat of this resource unit clarifies the relationship among objectives, content,
ocedures, and materials of instruction.

objectives column on the left hand side of each page answers the question:
should we teach this content and use these procedures?

next column presents an outline of content. It answers the question:
t topics should we teach?

procedures column, found on the opposite page, ansers the question:
i can we teach these objectives and this content?

materials column on the right hand side of the page answers the question:
_1-1 what materials can we teach the objectives and content and handle the teaching
)ce ures?

jectives column identifies transferable generalizations, not just singular pro-
3bout the Communist Party, other far left groups, far right groups, or anti-sub-

sures. The outline of content identifies information which can be used to

generalizations. However, it should be clear that such information can also
teach important propositions about extremist groups, civil liberties, and mea-

Jrb subversives.



Some of the teaching procedures suggest discussion questions. These q
cate a general approach to discussion strategy: the teacher might begin a)
questions in the expectaticn of leading to broad issues, or b) with broad,
questions which stimulate further examination. The procedures do not list
tions to be asked, nor the exact order of asking them. Suggested discussio
indicate only types of questions and more particularly types of questions w
used to introduce a discussion. Teachers and students must pose additional
modify those suggested as tie discussion develops. Teachers should keep co
mind the central importance of helping students to identify value conflic;1
illogical thought, and those factual questions which need further investiga

The materials column cites highly useful and commonly available materi
not include all the materials which could or even should be used. A compre
liography can be found at the end of the unit. At times the materials colu
that certain exercises, useful quotations, helpful information, and so on c
in the appendix at the end of the unit. At other times the column refers t
Readings,flcollected and arranged by the Center and bound separately from th
Some other mimeographed materiels referred to were developed independently
by the Center's staff members and loaned for use in the course even though
being placed in the public domain; they are available from the Center.

Since this is a resource unit, teachers should select and add procedur
most suitable for each class. Teachers are not expected to use all of the
cedures. Indeed, they could not do so in any one class. The factors to be
making such a selection are suggested in the overall guide to the twelfth g
However, several points which are crucial for this unit are worth pointing

1. The availability of materials must influence what teachers select f
The biblLography includes a lengthy list of materials, a number of which ar
The out of print materials have been included because they are highly usefu
many of them are still likely to be found in school or local public librari
shoul, survey such resources and urge pupils to use the local library. How
have to adjust some of the procedures if there are not enough materials for
The body of the unit contains a suggestion as to how to handle the unit if
scarce. The teacher should try to obtain more of the materials for another
a publisher may at some time prepare a book of readings containing abridgem
important out-of-print books.
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le of the teaching procedures suggest discussion questions. These questions indi-
:eneral approach to discussion strategy: the teacher might begin a) with specific
s in the expectation of leading to broad issues, or b) with broad, controversial
s which stimulate further examination. The procedures do not list all the ques
be asked, nor the exact order of asking them.. Suggested discussion questions
only types of questions and more particularly types of questions which con be
introduce a discussion. Teachers and students must pose additional questions and
hose suggested as the discussion develops. Teachers should keep constantly in
central importance of helping students to identify value conflicti, assumptior,

i thought, and those factual questions which need further investigation.

materials column cites highly useful and commonly available materials. It does
ude all the materials which could or even should be used. A comprehensive bib-
v can be found at the end of the unit. At times ,the materials column indicates
taro exercises, useful quotations, helpful information, and so on can be found
ppendix at the end of the unit. At other times the column refers to'Selected
. "col lected and arranged by the Center and bound separately from the unit itself.
er mimeographed materials referred to were developed independently of the Project
.2.nter's staff members and loaned for use in the course even though they are not
aced in the public domain; they are available from the Center.

ze this is a resource unit, teachers should select and add procedures which are
table for each class. Teachers are not expected to use all of the suggested pro-

Indeed, they could not do so in any one class. The factors to be considered in
Jch a selection are suggested in the overall Tilde to the twelfth grade course.
several points which are crucial for this unit are worth pointing to here.

he availability of materials must influence what teachers select for this unit.
i.ography includes a lengthy list of materials, a number of which are out of print.

print materials have been included because they are highly useful and because
r. hem are still likely to be found in school or local public libraries. The teacher
irvey such resources and urge pupils to use the local library. However, he may
idjust some of the procedures if there are not enough materials for a whole class.
of the unit contains a suggestion as to how to handle the unit if materials are
The teacher should try to obtain more of the materials for another year. Moreover,
)er may at some time prepare a book of readings containing abridgements of the more
out-of-print books.



2. Whether students in a class have necessary previous experiences must
once the way in which this unit is developed. The unit, like all of the twe
units, builds upon generalizations, skills, attitudes, and content developed
courses in the Center's curriculum. For example, the eleventh grade course
units on the Soviet Union and on Red China. The first includes an analysis
ideology. Both units include a study of what has happened to civil libertie
Communist countries. It is difficult to examine the American Communist Part
some understanding of both of these ideas. Therefore, if pupils have not st
content in the Center's eleventh grade course or some similar course, the te
need to spend time developing such ideas at appropriate places in the tweift
Such places are indicated within the body of the unit. If only some pupils

e.such ideas earlier, they can be used as resource persons to present some of
the entire class; the whole class need not take time to study the ideas in d

This unit also builds upon what pupils have learned earlier about civil
in the United States. If pupils have not studied this course or similar ide
courses, the teacher will need to expand the section on civil liberties in t
grade unit.

3. This resource unit expects that students will develop further a c
large number of concepts, generalizations, and attitudes. It should be rem
ever, that most of them have already been learned to some extent through dif
in earlier courses. They are reinforced and tested further in this unit.

Thus all of the generalizations were part of the seventh, eighth, or el
courses. if pupils have not studied these courses or other courses in which
have-occurred, the teacher will need to reduce the number of generalizations
unit. For example, generalizations related to our political system, such as
the judiciary separation of powers, and decision-making, were included in the
grade and reinforced in some later courses. If pupils have already developed
eralizations to some extent, this twelfth grade unit provides an excellent op
reinforce and test them still further. However, if pupils have not develope
it may be wise to omit them as objectives in this unit. It is probably bette
-more heavily upon those generalizations- which are of central importance for t
problem: generalizations 1-12, 15, 13 -19 and 23 in the list of objectives.
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A number of skills listed for this unit were to be learned in earli
unit is designed to review and rein'orce these skills and to stimulate p
them in new situations. For example, pupils should have developed skill
sources of infor;Aation in the eleventh grade. Consequently, it should h
to review the skills and elp pupils apply them to sources of informatio
and Far Right groups in this country. However, if students have. not lesi
in earlier courses, whether developed by this Center or not, more time m
these skills Aich are of central importance in this unit. Pupils must
to apply and dis,:uss such skills throughout the unit. It might be wise
the less central skills objectives, perhaps those related to reaing, in
more time to ocus upon skills of evaluation. .

Students trill also need several important expectations, attitudes,
pHs who have come through earlier courses in this curriculum will have
variety of reading materials rather than to depend upon just one text.
learned to examine many different points of view and to ask cpestion-.
developed, at least to sore degree, certain attitudes related to the sch
This unit is expected to dayslop such learning further. However, if stu
developed such learnings, the teacher must spend considerable time in he
particularly in this first unit of the course. In any case, the teacher
general classroom atmosphere which will encourage student inquiry and th
u'll help pupils see the value of using much information and many points
kind of classroom atmosphere established in this first unit is important
study of this controversial topic, "Secrutiy with Liberty," but also to
value conflicts throughout the year.

4. Any unit dealing with current value conflicts and policy decisio,
specific e/.amples which are soon dated. Many of the examples in this un
into usefulness, although others can be substituted. The teacher should .

to keep the unit up-to-date by adding content about new extremist groups
data about old groups, and content about new measures .taken or proposed
security.

1
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of skills 1;sted For this unit were to be learned in earlier courses. This
,coned to review and reinforce these skills and to stimulate pupils to apply
ituctions. For example, pupils should have developed skills in evaluating
iformation in the eleventh grade. Consequently, it should he relatively easy
skills and !elp pupils apply them to sources of information about Far Left
groups in this country. However, if students have not learned these skills

,urscs, v.oether developed by this Center or not, more time must be spent on .

Ahich are of central importance in this unit. Pupils must have opportunity
,I.I5CUSS such skills throughout the unit. it might be wise to omit some of
cal skills objectives, perhaps those related to rea-ing, in order to provide
-ocus upon skills of evaluation.

trill also need several important expectations, attitudes, and values. Pu-
come through earlier courses in this ,curriculum will have learned to use a

matertals rather than to depend '"upbn just one text. They will have.
.alline many different points of view and to ask questions. They will have
least to some degree, certain attitudes related to the scholarly values.

expected to d3vslop such learning further. However, if stdonts have not
_n learnings, the teacher must spend considerable time in helping them do so,
in this first unit of the course. In any case, the teacher must setup a

,room atmosphere which will encourage student inquiry and thought and -Alich
ils see the value of using much information and many points of view. ,Ine
room atmosphere establish-A in this first unit is important not only to. the
controversial topic, "Secrutiy with Liberty," but also to the study cif other

its throughout the year.

nit dealing with current value conflicts and policy decisions will include
pies which are soon dated. Many of the examples in this unit are of cortiuu-
s, although others can be Substituted. The teacher should make every effort
unit up-to-date by adding content about new extremist groups and more recent
rd groups, and content about new measures taken or proposed for preserving
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OBJECTIVES

This unit should make progress toward achieving the following:

GENERALIZATIONS 6. Constitutions must have an
preter, since they are by

1. The Community demands order and stability and nonspecific.
-- goals which may be incompatible with
the demands of individuals. The continu- 7. Constitutions change by fo
ing attempt to solve the dilemmas of this and by changes in custom a
conflict is, perhaps, the central problem Lion.
in.all of political philosophy and in all
attempts to create and modify political 8. Ideologies are important f
institutions. they give to the political

answers they give to ambig
2. The contrast between democratic and non- and the cues for responses

democratic political systems may be looked that is, an ideology is a
at as a conflict in basic underlying values. and cue-book.

3. Totalitarianisms extend the scope of poli-
tics far beyond the usual to include al-
most all aspects of life.

4. Freedom's relationship to democracy is a
close and obvious one; the organization of
majorities, the competition in goals, and
the ability to oppose which democracy pre-
supposes, all depend on a high degree of
personal freedom.

5. Constitutions may contain negative prohi-
bitions as well as grants of power and
statements of relationships; that is, they
may in democracies prevent majortiy action
on some subjects or at least slow such 10. Democracy does not bear up
action down. in which basic dissatisfac

social and economic instit
become the focus of politi

a. People with different i

ceive things different]

b. Compromise is easier wh
an ideological percepti
that is, where the issu
ized and not seen as re
issues.

9. Individuals know the polit
set of images and pictures
by communicators;, they re
ages rather than to the re
people.
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relationship to democracy is a
obvious one; the organization of
the competition in goals, and

y to oppose which democracy pre-
all depend on a high degree of
reedom.

ons may contain negative prohi-
well as grants of power and
of relationships; that is, they
ocracies prevent majortiy action
ejects or at least slow such 10. Democracy does not bear up well in sociel.:ies

11. in which basic dissatisfactions with the
social and economic institutions prevail and
become the focus of political competition.

6. Constitutions must have an ultimate inter-
preter, since they are by nature ambiguous
and nonspecific.

7. Constitutions change by formal amendment
and by changes in custom and interpreta-
tion.

8. ideoloipes are important for the structure
they give to the political system, the
answers they give to ambiguous situations,
and the cues for responses they suggest;
that is, an ideology is a guide,manual,
and cue-book.

a. People with different ideologies per-
ceive things differently.

b. Compromise is easier where there is not
an ideological perception of the issues,
that is, where the issues are not moral-.
ized and-not seen as related to other
issues.

9. Individuals know the political system as a
set of images and pictures created for them
by communicators;, they react to those im-
ages rather than to the real world and real
people.
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a. Compromise is more easily achieved in 16. Theseparation of powers
those political systems in which there assumption of a division
is agreement on questions touching upon functions which cannot be
the fundamental social, economic, and reality.
political institutkins.

11. In complex societies, non - governmental ag-
gregates of power or influence maybe en-
emies of freedom in that they may deprive
the individual of options just as surely
as government may

a. Government action may help increase as
well as restrict individual rights,

12. A law or policy must be effectuated and
applied; in that process the whole deci-
sion-making and influence process goes on
again.

13. Any decision is in part a product of the
internalized values, the perceptions, and
the experiences of the person making the
decision.

14. The decision maker reacts to pressures
from other decision-makers as well as to
pressures from the outside (such as pub-
lic opinion and interest groups).

a. Even those courts appointed for life
are not free from the ail-pervasive
pressures of public opinion, widely-
held values and beliefs, and other po-
litical pressures.

15. The means used may make it difficult to
achieve the stated ends or goals.

a. The law-making functio
by all three branches.

b. When legislatures over
agencies, they partici
istratie and executiv

17. Federalism pays greater h
government to local diffe
omy, but it also pays the
inconsistencies, diversit

18. Not all members of any gr
like.

a. Members of any group a
for varying reasons, s
nothing to do with the
ganization.

b. Members of any group h
of interest and partic

c. Members of any group
many things not relat
goals of the group; th
about some of these 9
about ways of achieve

19; Groups engaged in contin
the outside tend to be i

They tolerate few depart
norms.
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societies, non-governmental ag-
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a. The law-making function is undertaken
by all three branches.

b. When legislatures oversee administrative
agencies, they participate in the admin-
istrative and executive processes.

dnt action may help increase as 17. Federalism pays greater homage than unitary
restrict individual rights, government to local differerices and auton-

omy, but it also pays the greater price in
olicy must be effectuated and inconsistencies, diversity, and competition.
n that process the whole deci- ,:. .%
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ences of the person making the

on maker reacts to pressures
decision- makers as well as to
from the outside (such as pub-
n and interest groups).

ose courts appointed for life
free. from the all-pervasive

es of public opinion, widely-
lues and beliefs; and other po-
pressures.

used may make it difficult to
le stated ends or goals.

a. Members of any group are attracted to it
for varying reasons, some of which have
nothing to do with the goals of the or-
ganization.

b. Members of any group have varying degrees
of interest and participation.

c. Members of any group may disagree on
many things not related to the particular
goals of the grail); they may even disagree
about some of these goals and particularly
about ways of achieving them:

19. Groups engaged in continued struggle with
the outside tend to be intollerant within.
They tolerate few departures from group
norms.



a. Countries are more intollerant of
those it considers subversives in
times of crises and threats from a-
broad than during times when they
face no such threats.

20. Members of a small group influence the
behavior of other members by setting up
and enforcing norms for proper behavior.

a. Social sanctions, both formal and in-
formal, are used in the process of
socialization and to maintain social
control.

The process of socialization is a con-
tinuous process; the individual acquires
new values and patterns of behavior,
and a shajp change in his life, may re-
sult in re.socialization.

22. One of the major causes of factionalism
within a group is the involvement of
some of its members in other groups and
organizations with competing goals and
values.

23. The interest group attempts to bring ag-
gregacas of influence to bear upon deci-
sion-makers by attempts to frame the pos-
sible choices the decision-makers have,
by direct influence, by education, and by
attempts to control the selection of the
dectsion-maker.

24. Frustration may result in aggression or
scapegoating.

SKILLS

The broad skill toward whit
timately directed is underli
pects of a skill taught in t

plain type.

1. Attacks problems in a rat

a. Is alert to incongruit
problems, and is conce

b. Defines problem by iso
sues, defining terms,
sumptions, values invo
questions which need i

c. Sets up,hyPotheses.

d. Considers alternat.

Sets up hypotheses .bo
of alternative courses

e. Sets up ways of testin

2. Is skilled in locating inf

a. Uses spec::lized refere
authors.

3. Is skilled in garhering in

a. Uses deduced consequent
(if-then statements) to
of information.
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SKILLS

The broad skill toward which teaching is ul-
timately directed is underlined; specific as-
pects of a skill taught in this unit are in
plain type.

1. Attacks problems in a rational manner.

a. Is alert to incongruities, recognizes
problems, and is concerned about them.

b. Defines problem by isolating basic is-
sues, defining terms, identifying as-
sumptions, values involved, and factual
questions which need investigating.

c. Sets up .hypotheses.

d. Considers alternat courses of action.

Sets up hypotheses bout consequences
of alternative courses of action.

e. Sets up ways of testing hypotheses.

2. Is skilled in locating information.

a. Uses specialized references to check on
authors.

3. Is skilled in gatherinq information.

a. Uses deduced consequences of hypothese:,
(if-then statements) to cuide collection
of information.



b. Reads for main ideas.

c. Reads for details.

d. Adjusts reading rate to purposes in
reading and to type of material read.

e. Takes notes on reading, using note
cards.

f. Adjusts note-talOng to type of oral
presentation.

g. Draws inferences from tables and
charts.

Is skilled in evaluating information.

a, Distinguishes between relevant and
irrelevant information and notes
whether that which is relevant sup-
ports or contradicts the idea to
which it is related.

1. Identifies words and phrases which
are intended to persuade.

2. Detects various types of persuasion
devices.

Checks on the accuracy of information.

1. Checks facts against own background
of information.

2. Checks on the bias and competency
of witnesses, authors, and produc-
ers of material.

a) Notes whether th
hurt by opposite

b) Identifies purpo
count.

c) Notes opportunit
observe events.

3, Looks for points of
agreement among wit
and producers of in

Li. Recognizes differen
of proving statemen

a) Distinguishes be
estimates.

b) Distinguishes be'
ferences, and val

5. Identifies and exami
to decide whether o
cept them.

3. Checks.on the completenes
wdry, of generalizations b
cient evidence.

a. Rejects all-none (blac

b. Rejects whole-part arg
upon further data.

c. Examines sample used I

is representative of p
generalizations are be
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ch it is related.

identrfies words and phrases which
are intended to persuade.

Detects various types of persuasion
evices.

cks on the accuracy of information.

Checks facts against own background
of information.

Checks on the bias and competency
of witnesses, authors, and produc-
ers of material.

a) Notes whether the author would be
hurt by opposite report.

b) Identifies purpose in writing ac-
count.

.:t

c) Notes opportunity for witnesses to
observe events.

3. Looks for points of agreement and dis-
agreement among witnesses, authors,
and producers of information.

4. Recognizes differences in difficulty
of proving statements.

a) Distinguishes between facts and
estimates.

b) Distinguishes between facts, in-
ferences, and value judgments.

5. identifies and examines assumptions
to decide whether or not he can ac-
cept them.

3. Checks-on the completeness of data and is
wary of generalizations based on insuffi-
cient evidence.

a. Rejects allnone (black-white) reasoning.

b. Rejects whole-part arguments-and insists
upon further data.

c. Examines sample used In study to see if it

is representative of population for which
generalizations are being made.



d. Looks for causative factors other
than those mentioned in source of
information.

e. Rejects post hoc arguments; looks for
another factor which may have caused
the later event.

4. De ects inconsistencies in material,

5. Has a well-developed sense of time.

a, Looks for relationships among events.

G. is skilled in or9anizin9, and analyzing
information 7.nd in drawing conclusions.

a. Applies previously-learned concepts
and generaliiations to new data.

b. Tests hypotheses against data.

c. Generalizes from data.

d. Having determined the causes of a so-
cial problem, scrutinizes possible
.onsequences of alternative courses
of action, evaluates them in the light
of basic values, lists arguments for
and against each proposal) and selects
the course of action which seems most
likely to prove helpful in achieving
the desired goal or gcels.

7. Communicates effectively with others.

a. Communicates effectively
purpose or theme, organi:
to fit theme, and conside
for whom he speaks or wri

b. Organizes his informatior
ical pattern which fits h

ATTITUDES

1. Is curious about social dat
havior and wishes to read ar
in the social sciences.

2. Is committed to the free ex
cial attitudes and data. S

for different points of vie
tions.

3. Respects evidence even when
prejudices and preconceptio

4. Searches for evidence to di
not just to prove them.

5. Evaluates information and sc
mation before accepting evi
eralizations.

6.. Values the scientific metho
thought as applied to social
natural data.

7. Values objectivity and desi
values from affecting his i

of the evidence.
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s effectively with others.

a. Communicates effectively by clarifying
purpose or theme, organizing material
to fit theme, and considering audience
for whom he speaks or writes.

b. Organizes his information into some log-
ical pattern which fits his topic.

ATTITUDES

1. Is curious about social data and human be-
havior and wishes to read and study further
in the social sciences.

2. Is committed to the free examination of so-
cial attitudes and data. Searches actively
for different points of view and interpreta-
tions.

3. Respects evidence even when it contradicts
prejudices and preconceptions.

4. Searches for evidence to disprove hypotheses,
not just to prove them.

5. Evaluates information and sources of infor-
mation before accepting evidence and gen-
eralizations.

6. Values the scientific method and rational
thought as applied to social as well as to
natural data.

7. Values objectivity and desires to keep his
values from affecting his interpretation
of the evidence.
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0. Is sceptical of theories of single causar
tion in the social sciences and is equal-
ly sceptical of panaceas.

9. Feels a sense of responsibility for keep-
ing informed about current problems.

10.. Supports freedom .of thought and expres-
sion.

11; Values PrFVOLISel safeguards .for the,ac-
cused. 1

12: Values institutions as a means of promot-
ihg.human welfare, not beg:444e of tredi-
tiowis willing to change institutions
as times create new problems.

13.b: Has a reasoned loYalty to the U;,; - ;.end
.desires to make it an everrbetter.,place
in winch to live.



OBJECTIVES

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA AND-
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND WISHES TO READ
AND STUDY FURTHER IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES.

S, Defines problem by isolating basic
issues, defining termst and iden-
tifying assumptions and values in-
volved.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY 1:
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CUR-
RENT PROBLEMS.

A. IS ALERT TO INCONGRUITIES, RECOG-
NIZES PRC3LEMS, AND IS CONCERNED
ABOUT THEM.

A. IS COMMITTED TO A FREE EXAMINATION
OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.
SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
POINTS OF VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS,

S. Rejects all-none (black- white)
arguments....

G. The community demands order and
stability, -- pals which mater be
Incompatible with the demafidi of
individuals. The continuing at-
tempt to solve the dilemmas of
this conflict is, perhaps, the
central problem in all of polit-
Fcal philosophy and in all at-
tempts to create and modify po,lit-
ical institutions.

OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Important value conflicts and fac
are involved in controversies ove
dangers to our country from extre
about what actions if any are nee
our security from such groups, an
ble dangers to our rreedoms which
trying to preserve our security.

A. People disagree about whether
ists groups or about which ext
threaten the security of our c
who do agree about a threat di
what actions should be taken t
threat.

,I. In part the controversy ove
action to take tnVolves a
between the national securi
external and internal threat
freedoms, particularly civi
Some of the acts which arou
over this value conflict al
value conflicts such as hum
man liberty or national sec

2. In part the controversy an
dispute over factual questi

a. One group of factual que
lated to whether or not
extremist groups really
to national security and
what degree they are a t
they are a threat.
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OUTLINE OF CONTENT

I. Important value conflicts and factual questions
are involved in controversies over possible
dangers to our country from extremest groups,
about what actions if any are needed to preserve
our security from such groups, and about possi-
ble dangers to our rreedoms which may arise in
trying to preserve our security.

A. People disagree about whether or not extrem-
ists groups or about which extremest groups
threaten the security of our country; those
who do agree about a threat disagree about
what actions should be taken to meet the
threat.

1, In part the controversy over courses of
action to take inVolves a value conflict
between the national security (against both
external and internal threA) and'personal
freedoms, particularly civil liberties.
Some of the acts which arouse controversy
over this value conflict also involve other
value conflicts such as human life vs. hu-
man liberty or national security, etc.

2. In part the controversy arises out of a
dispute over factual questions.

a. One group of factual questions is re-
lated to whether or not the different
extremist groups really are a threat
to national security and if they are to
what degree they are a threat and why
they are a threat.
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TEACHING PROCEDURES
Initiatory Activities.

1. Use some fairly recent examples of extremist action on
both the far left and the far right. Use the most re-
cent examples you can find as well as examples such as
the following.

a, Have pupils examine a series of peace actions taken
during the Viet Nam War such as: 1) an article or
picture of a draft card burner, 2) a recent peace
rally or peace march or picketing or sitdown, 3) an
article about the booing of U.S. political leaders
at Universities where they have been speaking about
foreign policy issues, 4) the McComb Anit-War Peti-
tion of 1965.

Give pupils the same questions which have appeared on
some recent opinion poll toward anti-war demonstrators
or draft card burners, etc. Then have pupils compare
their results with those found in the public poll,

Now discuss: Do you think such actions should be per-
mitted? Why or why not? If you think they should not
be permitted, what do you think should be done about
the situation? (Help pupils identify value conflict
between national security and individualfreedzierriplaceea:h
typecfation on a continuum in terms or justified action
in a democracy or action which is not justified or
which is subversive. (Be sure to define the term sub-
versive before pupils try to make such a scale.)

MATERIALS

Use curren
newspapers
tine artic
Readers G
articles.
See "Selec
Security F
the McComb

For an exa
during 196
in the app
nesota Poi
May 21, 19
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ator .Activities.

ame fairly recent examples of extremist action on
the far left and the far right. Use the most re-
examples you can find as well as examples such as
allowing.

e pupils examine a series of peace actions taken
ing the Viet Nam War such as: 1) an article or

..cure of a draft card burner, 2) a recent peace
ily or peace march or picketing or sitdown, 3) an
icle about the booing of U.S. political leaders
Universities where they have been speaking about
reign policy issues, 4) the McComb Anit-War Peti-
)n of 1965.

/e pupils the same questions which have appeared on
e recent opinion poll toward anti-war demonstrators
draft card burners, etc. Then have pupils compare
it results with those found in the public poll.

discuss: Do you think such actions should be per-
ted? Why or why not? If you think they should not
permitted, what do you think should be done about
situation? (Help pupils identify value conflict

ween national security and Individelfreedemandpbceeach
dFacto on a continuum in terms of justified action
a democracy or action which is not justified or
fch is subversive. (Be sure to define the term sub-
sive before pupils try to make such a scale.)

MATERIALS

Use current clippings from
newspapers and recent maga-
zine articles. Also use
Reader's Guide to locate
ZTITETEs.
See "Selected Readings on
Security Freedom Issues," foi
the McComb petition.

For an example of such a poll
during 1967 see the article
in the appendix on the Min-
nesota Poll published on
May 21, 1967.
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G. Freedom's relationship to democ
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the
ability to oppose which democracy
presupposes, all depend on a high
degree .of personal freedom.

b. Another group of factual q
related to the effectivene
ent actions in trying to p
security.

c. Still another group of que
lated to the actual effect
courses of action upon civi
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b. Another group of factual questions is
related to the effectiveness of differ-
ent actions in trying to preserve our
security.

c. Still another group of questions is re-
lated to the actual effects of different
courses of action upon civil liberties.



b. Have pupils read statements such as:'I) Epton's
speech at an open air meeting in Harlem an hour be-
fore the Harlem riots began in 1964, 2) the Editor-
ial by Jerome in The Challenge, during the Harlem
riots of 1964, 3) the statement by Carmichael dur-
ing the Detroit riots of 1967, 4) excerpts from the
speech by. Brown at Cambridge, Md. just before riots
began there in 1967, 5) pictures c or articles of
picketing and sit-downs in civil rights demonstra-
tions, etc. Again have pupils try to decide whether
each type of action is justified or not and what the
value conflict is in this group of cases. Have them
place each type of action on a continuum showing
this value conflict (justified action in a democracy
at one end and subversive activity at the other).

c. Have pupils read 1) about the arrest of Minutemen in
1966 including the reasons for the arrest and their
stated reasons for their actions, 2) the section in
Danger on the Right which describes the trouble
which resulted from charges by the right in Amarillo,
Texas and the bombing which took place in Midlothian,
Texas, 3) some recent action taken by the Ku Klux
Klan or extremist groups opposing civil rights,. 41.an
article illustrating a protest by an extreme right'
group toward the sale of any goods produced in commu-
nist countries, or any other examples of extreme ac-
tion taken by a Far Right group very recently. In

See "Selecte
Security'- -
for the Epto
statements.

-4.

See "Selecte
Freedom -- S
Forster and E
on the Right

- ;
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See "Selected Readings on
Security'-- Freedom Issue"
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statements.

See "Selected Readings on
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Forster and Epstein, Danger
on the Rightj pp. 3-4, 13.



L. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. 111

values Involved and factual ques-
tions which need investigating.

S. Checks facts against own background
of information.
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each case discuss: What are the assumptions on which
the people who took this action operated? (Be sure
to review the meaning of the term assumption) Can
you accept this assumption? Why or why not? Do you
approve of the action taken? Why or why not? Should
such action be permitted? Why or why not? What
should be done to prevent such action if yu think it
should not be permitted? Have the class identify the
value conflict or conflicts involved in each case.
Again they might develop a continuum showing accep-
table action in a democracy at one end and subversive. .

action on the other end. Try to place each example
on the continuum.

2. Remind pupils of the reasons given by the Minutemen and
other far Right groups for their actions. Ask: What
group do the Far Right groups consider subversive? Are
these groups the only ones you know about which consider
the U.S. Communists dangerous? (Be sure to review the
meaning of right and let in politics and the meaning
which has been given to zhe terms "Far Left" and "Far
Right.")

Give pupils some of the questions in the poll on commu-
nism which Stouffer reported in his book. Include ques-
tions both on how people would treat communists and
things advertised by communists and what danger people
see in communism. Then have pupils compare the class
results with the poll results made during the early
1950's. If they 4Iffer greatly, what might account for
the difference? Also ask: What value conflicts are
illustrated by answers to this poll? What factual ques-
tions are illustrated by the replies?

Also read aloud some of the comments which people made
during this poll on why they thought someone was a
communist. Discuss: Do you think they are good.ineiza-

Stouffer,
formit a
ties, see
7.4730, 31
598 and qo
page 156-1
Or see su
U.S. News
ay

Stouffer,
and Civil
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Stouffer, Communism, Con,
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page 156-158.
Or see summary of book in
U.S. News 8, World Report,
May 6, 1955, p. 35.

Stouffer, Comm., Conformity,
and Civil Liberties, pp. 176-



S. Generalizes from data.

S. Defines problem by identifying
factual 9uestions which need in-
vestigation.

S. Sets up ways of testing hypothe-
sis.

S. Defines problems by defining terms.

S. Checks on the bias of authors.

S.. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary of generalizations
based on insufficient evidence.



tions of communism? If you think they are poor indica-
tions, what problems would arise if many people held
these views?

If there has been a recent public opinion poll'On atti-
tudies toward communism, have pupils compare these re-
sults with those obtained in the early 1950's. What
changes have taken place?

Have pupils read quotations from J. Edgar Hoover and
others who are not in Far Right groups about the danger
of communism in the U.S. Read some quotations from the
late 1940's and the 1950's and some from recent years.
Why do these people think there is a danger? How stnrg
ly do they seem to feel about this danger?

Now have pupils read several quotations from people who
no longer consider the party dangerous. Ask: Why is it

important to assess the danger of communists in this
country?

4. Now say: Suppose for a moment that we use a working hy-
pothesis,that Hoover and some of the other authors are
right and that the Communist Party in the United States
is dangerous to our security. What evidence should we
look for in order to test this hypothesis? What prob-
lem arises over definition in this hypothesis? (Have
pupils try to define the term "dangerous" in operation-
al terms.)

5. Display a few examples of some of the literature put out
by different groups who believe that communists are very
dangerous and taking over control in more and more groups,
Project one example and have the class analyze some of the
charges made and what the pamphlet indicates about t e

See "Selected
Freedom - Sec
Also use Read
locate curren
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S. Distinguishes relevant from irrel-
evant information and-notes whether
that which is relevant supports or
contradicts the idea to which it is
relate

S. Identifies words and phrases which
are intended to persuade.

S. Identifies assumptions.

S. Checks on the bias of authors.

S. Identifies words and phrases which
are intended to persuade.

S. Defines roblems by identif in
va ues nvo ve an actua ques-
tions which need investigating.
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group which _prepared it. Also analyze the materials to
see what kinds of evidence are presented for the charges
and statements, to determine relevancy of evidence, to
identify assumptions, persuasion devices, etc. Tell the
class that they will have a chance to examine further
examples later in the unit.

6. Point out that one author, Roger Burlinpme, has writ-
ten a book called The Sixth Column. Point out that he
includes one chapter called "The Subversive Right." Ask:
What does this title indicate about his views of Extreme
Right groups today? Make sure that pupils understand
the meaning of Fifth Column (see dictionary). Then read
Burlingame's explanation of his term The Sixth Column.

Now read aloud excerpts from the conclusions to Epstein
and Forster's book on the Birch Society in which they
summarize their ideas about the dangers from that society.
Point out that many people support this group and others
believe that such groups on the Far Right are doing an
invaluable job in helping to prevent communists from
taking over our country.

Ask: What do we need to study about the communists in
this country if we are to assess the charges against the
Far Right groups? Why?

Point out that this unit will focus upon possible dangers
to our security from extremist groups of both the Far
Left and the Fzr Right. Recently there has been much
talk about the Hew Left which some claim has replaced the
influence of the Old Left and of the Communist Party of

Burlingame,
p. 8.

Epstein and F
on the John B

ch.
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A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

s

S. Looks for cauative factors other
than those mentioned in source of

Information.
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the U.S.A. The unit will examine some of these "New Left"
groups so pupils can decide whether the groups shall be

.

classified as "egtremist" and if they are dangerous to our
national security.

Explain that the unit will not deal with all of the civil
rights movements since the class will be studying another
unit on the race problem in this country. However, the
value conflict may be very similar when the groups sup-
porting civil rights .move toward violent means or incit-
ing violent means. Moreover, Far Right groups haye
charged that race riots and some of the other civil rights
action have been fomented by communists. Therefore, some
of the charges must be examined in connection with this
unit.

3. Remind pupils that one side of the value conflict which
they have been examining is the value placed upon indi-
vidual freedom and civil liberties. At this point, it
might be wise to find out briefly some attitudes of A-
mericans and the members of the class toward these lib-
erties, as well as some of the kinds of incidents
which have arisen which make some people fear that we
could lose our civil liberties if we are not careful
about any actions taken in the struggle to preserve our
national security.

Give pupils questions from a recent poll on attitudes
toward civil liberties in this country. Compare these
results with those of general American public.

Or give pupils some of the questions in the Purdue study
of attitudes of young people. Let them compare their
class results with those of young people in general at
the time the poll was taken.

Quote conclusions drawn by the Purdue Study or the
authors of the more recent poll. Ask: What problems

For Purdue
mers and R
can Teena

;

lin, "Swee,
Phi Delta
_PP
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L. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Defines problems by identifying
values involved and factual ques-
tions which need investigating.

G. The community demands order and
stability -- goals which mai be
incompatible with the demiTas of
individuals. The continuing at-
tempt to solve the dilemmas of
this conflict is, perhaps, the
central problem in all of politi-
cal philosophy and in all attempts
to create and modify political
institutions.

A: IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Defines problems by identifying
values involved and factual ques-
tions which ,ed investigation.

G. The community demands order and
stability -- goals which may_ be in-
compatible with the demands of

Thc continuing attempt
to solve the dilemmas of this con-
flict is, perhaps, the central prob-
lem in all of political philosophy
land in all attempts to create and
modify political institutions.
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do you see in generalizing too much about people's atti-
tudes from this poll? (Discuss way in which questions
were framed.)

9. Cite or have pupils read about some of the examples of
restrictions which led many people to worry about the
extremes to which people may go in trying to fight com-
munism. Then discuss each group of examples in terms of
value conflicts roised by the action, the factual assump-
tions back of each value position taken, and the probable
results of the action.

a. Use examples of censorship suchasilthe attempt in In-
diana to have Robin Hood kept out of schools, 2) the
one--time Denver school board ban on any book whose
author did not support "the principles of American con-
stitutional government," 3) the banning of the book
Profile of America from overseas libraries; etc.

See Opendix
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G. Freedom's relationship to democ-
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in go31s, and the
ability to oppose which democracy
presupposes, all depend on a high
degree of personal freedom.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Defines problemsja identifying
values involved and factual ques-
tions which need l'istioatinci.

G. The community demands order and
Stability -- goals which may, be In-
compatible with the demanarof in-
dividuals. The continuing attempt
to solve the dilemmas of this con-
flict is, perhaps, the central prob-
lem in all of political philosophy
and in all attempts to create and
modify political institutions.

G. The contrast between democratic
emd undemocratic political systems
may be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.
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b. Use examples of extremes to which people's fear of
communism led them such as 1) the seizure of penny-
candy machines in Wheeling, W. Virginia because one
of geography lessons eclosed in candy read: "U.S.S.R.
Population 211,000,000. Capital, Moscow. Largest
country in the world." 2) the order in Indiana that
professional boxers must take non-communist oaths be-
fore boxing in Indiana; etc.

c. Use examples of people who were incorrectly mistaken
for communists or communist supporters and who faced
difficulties as a result. (e:g. example of Dora V.
Smith, a former U. of Minn. Professor who was barred
from a speakers list after being confused with a Dora
B. Smith who wrote for the Daily Worker the-Otack
on Agnes Meyer associated with the Washington.Post
because a Mrs. G.S. Mayer of another city had been
quoted by the journal Soviet Russia Today as express-
ing admiration for the Soviet Union.)

See Appendix.

See Appendix.
Time, Mch. 2, 1953.
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A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.

S. Defines ,problems by identifying
values invOlveciand factual ques-
tions which need investigating.

G. The community demands order and
stability -- goals which mai be in-
compatible with the demaniof in-
dividuars. The continuing attempt
to solve the dilemmas of this con -
flict is, perhaps, the central prob-
lem in all of political philosophy
and in all attempts to create and
modify political institutions:

S. Checks on the bias of the author.

S. Defines problems by defining terms
and values involved.

G. The contrast between democratic
and non-democratic political sys-
tems may be looked at as a conflict
in basic underlying values.

G. Freedom's relationship to democr:xy
is a close and obvious one; the or-
ganization of majorities, the com-
petition in goals, and the ability
to oppose which democracy presupposes,
all depend on a high iegree of per-
sonal freedom.

B. In a democracy it is not easy t
dichotomy between security and i

freedoms since one of the things
to secure are these freedoms.
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ABOUT SOCIAL DATA.
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Dived and factual gues-
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relationship to democracy
and obvious one; the or-
of majorities, the cm-
, goals, and the ability
4hich democracy presupposes,
on a high iegree of per-
dom.

B. In a democracy it is not easy to set up a
dichotomy between security and individual
freedoms since one of the things many wish
to secure are these freedoms.
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d. Use examples in which charges of communism have been e.g. Time,
levied to try to prevent or attack some disliked ac-
tion. For example: )) Use the New York Congressman's
attack on the bill to give Hawaii statehood because
it would "deliver the Hawaiian state government to
the Communist Party on a silver platter." Discuss:
Why might he use this argument for attacking the bill?
Has Hawaii become a communist-controlled state? What
other accusations have tyou heard recently about im-
portant social and political movements beingcommunist-
dominated? 2) Use examples of the way in which com- Reporter,
munist charges have been levied at fluoridation.
Quote some of the charges. Discuss: Why do you
think people might-levy such charges?

out to the class that they have been talking about
cont issues between freedom and civil liberties on
the one-side and security of the country on the other.
ly: Let's examine this conflict more carefully before

continue this unit. We need to define the term secur-
ihich we have been using. What do vou think security
it country means? (Ask further questions as needed
-Ip pupils differentiate between internal security
1--)gers from without.) Then discuss: Why do you

nr(-,serve the security of our country? What do
r)reserve? (Pupils are likely to bring out

independence from foreign domination and
of certain aspects of ot.r life which
r- destroyed, suc: nr 'om, etc. )

you wish to secure is individ-
1-he issue of national secur-

. y a line, with national f-,--
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le-side and security of the country on the other.
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.tinue this unit. We need to define the term secur-
iich we have been using. What do you think security
country means? (Ask further questions as needed
p pupils differentiate between internal security
nners from without.) Then discuss: Why do you
'reserve the security of our country? What do

preserve? (Pupils are likely to bring out
independence from foreign domination and

of certain aspects of our life which
f- destroyed, suc: 'om, etc.)

you wish to secure is individ-
Hle issue of national secur-

ine, with national

e.g. Time, May 23, 1955.

Reporter, June 16, 1955.



S. -Defines problem by identifyin9
factual uestions which need in-
vest gat ng.
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C. This unit will provide opportuni
lyze both the factual questions
positions involved in controvers
we can preserve our security wit
ficing essential civil liberties



lem b identif in
tions w c nee

7 .

C. This unit will provide opportunities to ana-
lyze both the factual questions and the value
positions involved in controversies over how
we.can preserve our security without sacri-
ficing essential civil liberties.
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ity at one end and liberty at another and any position
taken on an issue involving them placed on a point some-
where on this line? Why or why not? For what kinds of
governments does this kind of diagram seem most suitable?
Does the fact that we wish to preserve national security
in part to preserve freedom mean that we can never limit
any freedoms in order to preserve security? Why or why
not?

11. Point out that this unit will deal with possible ways of
preserving our security without sacrificing essential
freedoms. Discuss: What factual questions do we need
to investigate before we examine proposed courses of ac-
tion? (Try to bring out the need to examine the problem
more closely. How dangerous are communists and the New
Left groups? How dangerous are the Far Right groups?
Why might it help to know why people join such groups be-
fore we try to decide what courses of action to take?)

Remind pupils of differences of opinion about civil lib-
erties. Ask: Uhat factual questions do we need to in-
vestigate about civil liberties before we analyze pro-
posed courses of action. (Try to bring out the need to
look more carefully at these liberties to decide just
how essential any or all of them are to our form of gov-
ernment and our security before we analyze courses of
action which might interfere with these liberties.)

Now ask: What kinds of factual questions do we need to
investigate as we analyze different courses of action
which have been used or might be used to try to defend
our security against possible subversion? (Use addition-
al questions as needed to help pupils understand the need
to find out as much as possible about the effectiveness
of the courses of action in achieving goals and the ef-
fects upon civil liberties.) Remind the class that they
should also continue to examine value conflicts and try



S. Considers alternative courses of
action.

S. Sets up hypotheses about conse-
quences of alternative courses of
action.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA AND
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND WISHES TO READ
AND STUDY FURTHER IN.THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES.

-21-
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to clarify their own values as they relate to the basic
questions raised in the unit.

12. Have the class list all of the alternative courses of
action which they can think of at this time to try to
preserve security without sacrificing essential free-
doms. Also have them list the probable consequences
which they think might follow each course of action.
(This might be done in the form of hypotheses.) Save
this list for additions and checking later in the unit.

13. Give pupils a student unit consisting of the general
questions to be studied -- or major parts of the unit,
so that they can keep these points in mind as they
study. As far as possible use questions raised by the
class in activity 11, (Do not include specific ques-
tions at this poirnt on alternative courses of action',
or even on communism. Give pupils separate lists of
questions on these parts as you come to them in the
unit.)

The student unit should also include a list of possible
activities anc an annotated bibliography for the activ-
ities. Discus; some of the activities in class in order
to arouse interest in them. Let pupils suggest other
activities they would like to do. Have pupils turn in
sheets of paper with their names-and first three choices
for activities during the unit., numbered in order of
choice. You may wish to have pupils select only activi-
ties on extremist groups at this time. Before beginning
the sections on civil liberties and on alternative courses
of action, they could add to suggested activities in the
student guide and select things which they wish to do on
those parts of the unit.



A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA
AND HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND WISHES
TO.READ AND STUDY FURTHER IN
THE SOCIAL SCIENCES,

-23-

II. Many people see threats to the s
country both from groups on the
from groups on the Far Right.



ABOUT SOCIAL DATA
BEHAVIOR AND WISHES
D STUDY FURTHER IN
SCIENCES,

-23-

II. Many people see threats to the security of this
country both from groups on the Far Left and
from groups on the Far Right,



Overnight, try to make an assignment of activities, con-
sidering pupils' choices, and the difficulty of materials
which must be used for each activity. If too many pupils
wish to do one activity, you will have to assign second
and third choices to some pupils. If a pupil wishes to
do an activity for which materials are too hard, you may
wish to assign him his second choice. Keep a record of
which pupils get second or third choices'Auring this unit,
so that in the next unit you can try to-give them their
first choice. flake out a tentative schedule for students
so that they will know approximately when they must have
their activity ready.

Developmental Procedures

14. Whether or not you wish to taki up the Far Left and the
Far Right groups separately or together depends in part
upon the number of materials you have available for use.
If you lack enough materials for all members of the class
to use on each, you may wish to have pupils specialize on
the Far Left or the Far Right and become resource people
for discussing that group during class discussions. In

this case, comparisons can be made between the Far Left
and Far Right groups as you proceed. (e.g. What simi-
larities or differences are there in reasons why people
join the groups? in reasons why they leave the groups? in
tactics used? etc.)

If you wish to teach the Far Left and the Far Right sep-
arately as is suggested in this unit, you could shift the
order in which you take them up, depending upon which
seems to be more prominent in the news at the moment.
However, logically, it is difficult to deal thoroughly
with the Far Right groups without examining the Far Left
first.



G. The contrast between democratic
and non-democratic political sys-
tems may be loef.:A at as a con-
flict in basic underlying values.

G. Freedom's relationship to democ-
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the
ability to oppose which democracy
presupposes, all depend on .a high
degree of personal freedom.

Totalitarianisms extend the scope
of politics far beyond the usual
to include almost all aspects of.
life.

A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND
EXPRESSION.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS FOR
THOSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

A. HAS A REASONED LOYALTY TO THE U.S.
AND DESIRES TO MAKE IT AN EVER -
BETTER

. .

PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE.

S. Checks on the completeness of data:

-25-
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portance in
see it as a
country: Th

t Party has been de
the U.S. but many p
threat to the secur
is is also the view
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A. The Communist Party has been declining in im-
portance in the U.S. but many people still
see it as a threat to the security of the
country. This is also the view Of the FBI.



Whichever course you choose to use in this part of the
unit, you might bring to class a great variety of mater-
ials on the section to be studied and lep pupils begin
their work on individual and small group activities at
this time.

15. Remind students that they have read comments by some of
those who Fear communism in this country. What dangers
did these people see? On the basis of what you have
studied in the 11th grade course, do people have reason
to fear what will happen to civil liberties and other in-
dividual rights if the communists were to take over con-
trol of the government? Why or why not?

If pupils have not had the 11th grade course in the Cen-
ter's program, you may wish to have a panel present a
discussion it L:I rties in the Soviet Union and
China. 0, wl. take more time to do some of
the aeti' the unit on the Soviet Union
and Chi:

Discw if American Communists
t, they would treat civil

t a.nists have treated them
i a: Why or why not? What

rity do people worry
'try? (Discuss threats
of war.)



S. Recognizes differences in difficul-
ty of proving statements (Die tin-
quiShes between facts and inferences!;)..

G. Ideologies are important for the
structure they give to the politi-
cal system, the answers the give
to ambiguous situations, and the
cues for responses they suggest;
that is, an ideology is a guide,.
manual and cue-book.

G. People with different ideologies
perceive things differently.

S. Sets up hypotheses.,

S. Deduces possible consequents from

typtheses
(if -then statements to.

4e CO ect on of ormat on.

A. SEARCHES FOR EVIDENCE TO DISPROVE . -

HYPOTHESES, NOT JUST TO-PROVE THEM.

A. IS CURIOUS ABOUT SOCIAL DATA AND
HUMAN BEHAVIOR AND WISHES TO READ
AND STUDY FURTHER IN THE SOCIAL
SCIENCES.
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16. Review the basic Marxian principles with the class. Or,
if pupils have not had the Project Social Studies course
for the eleventh grade, use some of the activities de-
signed to teach these pririciples in the unit on the So-
viet Union.

Ask pupils to try to find out in their readings how
closely the American Communist Party has followed these
ideas? Has there been any difference in different per-
iods during which the Party has existed? is it impor-
tant whether or not U.S. Communists believe in Marxian
ideology? Why or why not?

17. Before pupils beginikstudy of communism in this country,
let them set up possible hypotheses about what makes
Americans turn to communism. (They can draw on whit
they have learned about other areas of the world and
what they have found in newspapers and magazines.) Let
pupils develop a series of if-then propositions which
would have to follow if these hypotheses were true. They
should then try to see whether the evidence they collect
supports or contradicts these derived statements and so
the hypotheses. Discuss the importance of the scientif-
ic appproach of searching for evidence to disprove hypoth-
eses as a means of testing them.

1C. Bring in many books and articles on the Communist Party
in the U.S. Provide pupilswith annotated lists of
thes1 materials and tell them a little more about the
books. Tell them to come the next day prepared to se-
lect a book or a number of articles to read.

See Bibliography.
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S. Distin uishes between relevant and
irre event informal on and notes
whether that which Is relevant sup-
ports or contradicts t e i ea to
which it is related.

S. Checks on the accuracy of informa-
tion. (Checks on the bias and com-
petency of authors; checks facts
against own background of informa-
tion; looks for points of agree-
ment and disagreement among wit-
nesses and authors,)

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary of generalizations
based on insufficient evidence.

S. Detects inconsistencies in mater-
ial.

S. Takes notes on reqiuns,_11111921ate
cards.

S. Adjusts reading rate to purposes
in reading and to type of material
read.

A. EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES
OF INFORMATION BEFORE ACCEPTING
EVIDENCE AND GENER, LIZATIONS.
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Give pupils a series of questions to guide their reading See Appendix fo
about the Communist Party. Let them add other questions list.
in which they are interested.

19. Discuss: What problems would you expect to have in try-
ing to find answers to these questions? Review with
pupils the kinds of questions which they should ask them-
selves as they evaluate their sources of information,.
They should be able :o think of many of them from their
study in previous years. Suggest others as needed. (Per-
haps give pupils a dittoed sheet of questions, suOnariz-
ing what has been said, to guide their reading.)

20. Review with pupils the use of note cards in taking notes
on books. Ask: What kinds of headinp might you use as
you take notes on the American Communist Party and on
the Progressive Labor Party? Also review the need to
adjust reading rate to different kinds of materials and
purposes. Use examples from books pupils are reading.

21. Now give pupils 4 or 5 days in class to make a good start
in reading their books. Each day, interrupt the reading
during the last part of the hour to do several of the fol-
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S. Checks on the bias of authors and
witnesses.

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors and witnesses.

S. Checks on the completeness:Of data
and is wary of generalizations based.
on insufficient evidence.

S. Reads for main ideas.

A. EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES
OF INFORMATION BEFORE ACCEPTING
EVIDENCE AND GENERALIZAtIONS.

S. Checks on the bias of authort and
witnesses. Notes whether author
wou d e hurt y oppos to report..)
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lowing or similar activities. (Doing so will vary pro-
cedures in order Lo keep interest from flagging and will
also help achieve important objeccives,,of the unit.)

a. Discuss: What kinds of things have you found so far
about the bias of your authors? How do you know what
the bias is?

b. Point out that some pupils are reading books by ex-
communists, while others are reading secondary accounts
or reports of studies. Discuss: Is a primary source
always more reliable than a secondary account? Why or
why not?

c. Give pupils a two-or-three page statement about some
aspect of the Communist Party in the U.S. Have them
read or main ideas rather than details. Then give
them three possible summaries for this statement: a
good one, a poor one, and one s..mewhere between in
quality. Have pupils pick out the best one and explain
their reasons for doing so. Discuss choices in class.
Go back to original article and discuss use of intro-
duction, close, heaa:ngs, first sentences or devices
to aid one in picking out main ideas.

d. Read aloud a cJotation from one of the attacks on com-
munists during the period when some of the books pupils
are reading were written. Or give examples of what
happened to communists or suspected communists during
this period.

Discuss: Suppose you were an ex-communist, would you
write a book about your experiences? If so, why? If
you wrote a book, do you think that the clithate of
opinion at the time might affect what you say? Why
or why not? (Remind pupils of the problems of trying



G. Culture is always changing.

S. Ciarr;sjeffrriessofciatalecksonthecon
an s wary o genera zat ons
based on insufficient evidence.
(Examines sample used in study to
Leeifitisr-itnativeofio.-
ulationfor
are being made.)

S. Recognizes differences in.diffl-
cLitcovinestatenentspis-

bet% enlac s and ester
mates.

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors and witnesses.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is 'wary of veneraliZattons
based owe insufficient eVidence,



to detect the purposes in writing and whether or not
someone would be affected adversely by .4 different
report.)

e. Ask pupils how many are reading books about the
1920's? the 1930's? the 1940's? the 1950's? the
1960's? Why is it important to distinguish between
them? Point out the need for pupils to point out
the date for their information as they discuss the
material in class.

f. Have those who are reading the Ernst and Loth study
tell the class about how the study was conducted and
when. Discuss: How much faith do you think you can

't in what the authors conclude about U.S. communists?
4 do the same with the study by Almond. Discuss

eroblems of sampling and how people will respond so
that pupils will see the need for limiting their gen-
eralizations to certain groups and periods.

g. 'ye pupils recent quotations about the number of
Tilunists in the U.S. today. Quote someone about

the number of fellow-travellers. (Be sure to ask
what tnis term means generally.) Ask about each: is

this a fact or an opinion? Why is it necessary to
estimate the numbers? What problems arise in trying
to do so? (De sure to discuss the problem Of lack
of membership cards and of defining the thing to be
counted in the case of fellow-travelers.)

h. Come back to the question of evaluating sources of
information in terms of competency of authors and
completeness of data. Ask pupils who are reading
books by ex-communists: What chances did these peo-
ple have to observe the inner workings of the party?
How many of them were top leaders?

Ernst and
the Am. C
mono

L

Use current

Almond, A
Ernst an
the Am. C
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S. Takes*notes on reading, us inch note
cards.

S. Uses specialized references to
cheek on authors.

S. Communicates effectively by clar-
ifying purpose 6FFReme, orconii-
in mctcrial to fit theme and

speaks or writes.

s. :919anizes his information into
some Toiical pattern which fits
his topic.

S. Differentiates between facts* .in-
ferences, and value laimEits.,

.
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Now have someone who has read one of the studies by
Almond or Ernst and Loth on a number of ex-communists
comment briefly on whether or not studies of a wider
sample have shown that leaders and others are basical-
ly similar or different'.

i. Collect some of the reading notes made by students
thus far. Without telling whose card you are discuss-
ing, ,prq)e,c.t* several' good and poor examples. Have the
clast dlstuss what makes the note cards good or poor
and how the poor ones might be improved.

J. Review with pupils the references which can be used
to locate data on authors as a help in checking on
their competency. Bring copies of their referehees
to class:. Let several pupils use them,,Each cantell
the clbss something about his author.

k. Help .pupils set Up criteria for good oral reports.1.
Be sure to spend some time on kinds of organization
possiille for different themes or purposes. Also
have.0upils discuss ways of preparing for reports.
;Set up an evaluation sheet to use in grading reports.

I Now do the same thing with criteria for good sym-
posiums and panel discussions.

m. Review with students the differences between facts,
inferences, and value judgements. Ask pupils for
examples of each from books they are reading. Then
give pupils an exei.tise in which they must mark a
series of statements' =F (for fact), 1 (for inference),
or V (for value judgment). Discuss exercise in class.
Also discuss possible advantage of using this classi-
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A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA,
SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
POINTS OF VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS)

S. Looks for points of agreement
.

and .

disagreement among witnesses JO.
authors.

S. Recognizes differences in difficul-
ty of proof. (ffitingurshes be-
tween 6111 and inferences.)

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of aurhers. (Notes opportunity for
witnesses to observe events.),

S. Checks on the completeness of data,

S. Draws inferences from tables,
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TED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
OCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA,
ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS..

points of agreement and .

gent among witnesses and

es differences in difficul-
Dof. (01-itingurshes be.,
As and inferences.)

n the bias and competency
,s. (Notes opportunity for
s to observe events.]:

n the comeleteness of data.

ferences from tables.

t. The Communist Party is not strong in num-
bers but is more of a threat than its
numbers would indicate.

a. Most people in this country think that
the Communist Party has been controlled
through at least most of its history by
the U.S.S.R. Certainly, the party has
followed the twists and turns of Soviet
policy.

1) At times the party apparently has re-
ceived direct orders from Russia; at
other times it watches Russian pro-
nouncements from which it takes its
cues. e.g. In 1929 the Communist
Party in the U.S. elected Jay Love-
stone as U.S. leader by a big major-
ity in its convention. The Comintern
rep. received a cablvand the decision
was reversed with Browder and Foster
chosen.

2) Many of those who leave the Party
perceive it as controlled by the So-
viet Union. Leaders are-more likely
to mention this fact as a reason for
dissatisfaction than,are nonleaders.
Whether this is because they are more
aware of the tie or find it more dis-
agreeable has been disputed.
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fication over one which merely distinguishes between
facts and opinions.

22. Remind pupils that many have claimed that the Communist
Party takes orders or Is controlled from the U.S.S.R.
ot.erhaps read aloud several quotations to this effect.)
The Party, on the other hand, has denied this statement.

Discuss: What evidence, if any, have you found in your
readings on whether the U.S. party was controlled by
Moscow? Could the Party In this country agree on gener-
al policies without taking orders? Why? (Relate to
ideological basis for party.) What kinds of things
might tend to Inditate'Mpre theft. just general policy
agreement because botfi-are communists?

if pupils report different things from their readings,
have them discus's the sources from which they got their
information and the' time period about which their ma-
terial was written: To what degree do sources about
the same period agree or differ? To what extent do ex-
Jeaders differ from ex- run -of- 'the -mill party members?
Why might fhere be a difference?

e.g. Hoover
munisme p.
Overstreet
What We Mus
mun sm, p.

. ,

23. Now show pupLis-Almond's.tables which show the percen- Almond,
Cage of ex-communist party members who saw the party as P. 329.
controlled from Moscow while they were members and noted
this control as basis for dissatisfaction.Were Harty
leaders or non-leaders more likely to note this?
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ton over one which merely distinguishes between
and opinions.

upils that many have claimed that the Communist
kes orders or is controlled from the U.S.S.R.
read aloud several quotations to this effect.)
on the other hand, has denied this statement.

What evidence, if any, have you found in your
5 on whether the U.S. party was controlled by
Could the Party in this country agree on gener-

:ies without taking orders? Why? (Relate to
ical basis for party.) What kinds of thinp
end to indleatelin0e-thaft. just general policy
nt because both-ate communists?

Is report different things from their readings,
em discus's the sources from which they got their
tion and the time period about which their ma-
was written. To what degree do sources about
e period agree or differ? To what extent do ex-
differ from ex-run-ofLthe-mill party members?
ht there be a difference?

e.g. Hoover, A Study of Com-
munism, p. 157.
Overstreet and Overstreet,
What We Must Know About Com-

,

w puptis:Almond's.tables which show the percen- Almond, Appeals of Communism,
ex-communist party members who saw the party as p. 329.
led-from.Moscow while they were members and noted
ntrol as basis for dissatisfaction.Were Party
or non-leaders more likely to note this?
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0 The Party line in the U.S. has shifted
overnialt*: with reversals in Soviet
policies.

) Members dined 'the pociular front
Imp 1934- 39 and denoUnced Fascism
and Hitler's Germany.

.b) FollOwihg the Russo-German pact, Cog
mribtsdropped outiof'the Popular
Front, opposed AMerican entry into
the war, picketed the White House,
and sabatoged economic efforts

,r41 through strikes.

jt 1.
.0) After Germany attacked Russia,

merican Communists became enthu-
siastic supporters of the war and
urged American entry.
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24. Summarize for the class the purpose of the Voorhis Act.
Then. as!:: If ynu had her the the Cnrrmunict
Party :n she U.c. at thic time tahat- rinne
about the membership of the party in the Comintern? Now
tell the class that the party cut off its membership in
the Comintern just before the law took effect and an-
nounced in TherailvW,%rieer that it wac rui !,n "fnr
the specific purPciibfemoving itself from the terms
of the so-called Voorhis Act." Discuss: What (lid the
U.S. Party imply by qiving this reason for withdrawing
from the Comintern? Do you think that this ,reak would
make much difference in the relationship between the U.S.
Communist Party and the Comintern? Why or why not?

25. Review with pupils what they learned last year about
changes in foreign policy in the U.S.S.R. Nave a pu-
pil make a short timeline to show these changes. Have
the class examine the timeline.

"Selected Readin,

Ask: What would you expect writings of Communist Party
leaders and newspapers in this country to show just be-
fore and after these shifts if they did take orders from
the U.S.S.R,? (Deduce consequences from hypothesis that
Party did take orders from the U.S.S.R.) Also discuss:
Would shifts necessarily mean that they were taking
orders from the Soviet Union? What else might it show?
Which would be more likely to indicate such a tie: an
abrupt shift or a gradual one?

Now have pupils read excerpts from The Daily Worker just "Selected Readi
before and just after each Soviet shift in policy. related
to World War It. Have a pupil make another timeline just
beneath the one on the Soviet Foreign policy shifts to
show policy shifts of the U.S. Communist Party. Have pu-
pils compare the two timelines as well as the speed of
shifts. (Have pupils read and discuss rglly a few excerpts
at a time.)
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otheses a ainst data. d) Following the war, Earl Browder,
who wished to maintain the united
front and work out an American
communist policy, was attacked by
French communists and then forced
out of office. _Foster, who re-
placed him, proceeded to attack
the Marshall Plan, NATO, Tito, etc.

e) In 1961 the U.S. Party made an
abrupt shift in point of view after
the Soviet Unioh resumed nuclear
testing.

4. The Communist Party;in the U.S.A. became
divided in 1956 After Khrushchev's speech
attacking Stalin and after the use of So-
viet. troops to put down the Hungarian rev-
olution; howeven Gates was finally defeated .

in his efforts to have the Party become
more independent of Soviet.pqlicies..
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Now discuss: Does this evidence support or refute the
hypothesis about the tie between the two parties? Does
it prove that the Communist Party in the U.S. was tak-
ing orders? Why or why not?

26. Have a pupil give a report on the expulsion of Browder
as leader and then as a member of the Communist "arty
after World War ti. He should describe the extent of
Browder's control before 1945, the eulogy on Browder'-
birthday in 1945, the Duclos letter a week later, and
the ensuing attack on Browder by American communists,
Afterwards discuss: What light does this incident throw
upon the question of Soviet control of the U.S. party?

27. Have pupils read statements made in The Worker just be-
fore and after the Soviet Union resumed nuclear testing
in 1961... Ask: What do these statements indicate about
whether or not the U.S. Party was controlled by Moscow?

28. Have a pupil report on the effects on the U.S. Cmmanist
Party of Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin and the use
of Soviet troops to put down the Hungarian revolt. He
should describe the statements by Khrushchev urging
peaceful coexistence and his comments on countries per-
suing their own "path to socialism" as well as a gist
of his.attack upon Stalin. He should also describe the
struggle which took place between those who followed
Gates and those who followed Foster, the Soviet position
on this struggle, and the final outcome of the struggle.

Afterwards discuss: Does this series of events support
or refute the hypothesis that the U.S. Communist Party is
controlled by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union?
Did the events take place before or after the party shifted
its attitude toward nuclear testing?

Howe and Cose
Party, pp. 43
Hoover, Stud
p. 160.

The Worker,
and
see summary
of Communism

Shannoh
munism, pp.
WFX7FF. in
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;cuss: Does this evidence support or refute the
esis about the tie between the two parties? Does
e that the Communist Party in the U.S. was tak-
ers? Why or why not?

pupil give a report on the expulsion of Browder
der and then as a member of the Communist °arty
torld War II. He should describe the extent of
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1...Ask: What do these statements indicate about
r or not the U.S. Party was controlled by Moscow?

Howe and Coser, Am. Comm.
Party, pp. 437-449, 452.
Hoover, Study_of Communism,
p. 160.

The Worker, Sept. 3, 161

fer-T7:40inigerStudy
of Communism, p. 163.)

pupil report on the effects on the U.S. Commdnist
of Khrushchev's denunciation of Stalin and the use
Piet troops to put down the Hungarian revolt. He
describe the statements by Khrushchev urging
ul coexistence and his comments on countries per-
their own "path to socialism" as well as a gist
,.attack upon Stalin. He sIdould also describe the
jle which took place between those who followed
and those who followed Foster, the Soviet position
is struggle, and the final outcome of the struggle.

yards discuss: Does this series of events support
fute the hypothesis that the U.S. Communist Party is
'lied by the Communist Party of the Soviet Union?
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:titude toward nuclear testing?

Shannoh, i i ne of Am. Com-
munism, pp. 274-75, 292-30d,
.572-ER. In
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alizes from data.

is all-none black-white

to

4) The Party frequently takes stands op-
posing U.S. foreign policy and support,
ing Soviet or Chinese policies in
crises between he,l4S, and one or boil
of these countries. Everything about
the U.S. policy is'Octured as wrong
and has no defense. There are no crit
icisms of the . Soviet_ policies. More
over, at an early hearing before Con-
gress one leader said he would not
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29. Have pupils: letter of resignation from Clark,
the foreign editor of the Daily Worker. Ask: What
does this letter suggest about a possible tie of the
U.S. party with that in the U.S.I.L.1 What does it il-
lustrate about the question of whether or not party
leaders had to take orders from Moscow?

30. Now say: Let's look at some other statements bl/Com.
munist leaders and former communist leaders in this
country. Tell the 'class about Foster's role as a
leader before Browder became leader. Then have pupils
read his statement about his relationship with the So-
viet Party. Have the class analyze the implications
of the statement. Discuss: If you think Foster was
taking orders, why was he doing so? Did he have to do
so? Did he have to support the Soviet view during his
struggle with Gates in 1956? Why might he have done
so then?

31. Read aloud a quotation from Browder made in the 1960's
about tas.:comments on ppssibilities of a Sovieto4lazi
pactjuskefore the'pa8t and just'afterwards. Have the
class analyze his position to.try to decide whether or
not it illustrates that he was,taking orders.

32. Have a pup41 :ektamineand report on some recent.conflict
situations between the U.S. and the Soviet Union or Red
China. What did U.S. Communist Party leaders say about
the actions of the U.S.S.R. or China? To what degree
were the statements by these leaders ones which could
be called "black-white" analyses of U.S. and communist
actions? Could people agree with their statements with-
out being communists? Is there any difference between
tP.eir statements and those of non-communists who are also
critical of U.S. actions?

Seee.'S,elect

Simon, ed.
Thirties,
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loud a quotation from Browder made in the 1960's
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analyze his position to try to decide whether or
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What did U.S. Communist Party leaders say about
tions of the U.S.S.R. or China? To what degree
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ns? Could people agree with their statements with -
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Seeeleletted Readi-ngs."

Simon, ed., As We Saw The
Thirties, pp. 241-344.
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S. Recognize _ differences in difficul-
ty of proving statements. (Distin-
ufshes between facts Inferencesj

an va ueWrrie.its.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

S. rests hypotheses against dat
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s differences in difficui-
\ring statements. (Distin-
etween facts, Inferences,
-judgments.)

lypotheses.

otheses against data.

fight if the U.S. and Russia were to
go to war; later Foster stated in
writing that such a war would be wrong
and he would not support the U.S. gov-
ernment.

5) Although the 41, in the U.S. has
follower Soviet policies, party mem-
bership has frequently declined as
the party line has shifted. More-
over, the Soviet Union has little
power (other than the power of fear)
to enforce its decisions if the A-
mericans do not wish to go along
with Soviet orders.
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33. Give the class an exercise on differentiating between
fact, inference and value judgment about statements on
the CumMUnist Party's ties with other countries.

Discuss the exer-ise in class. What difference is there
between the inference about taking orders and the infer-
ence about changes in party line In the Daily Workex?

34. Discuss: Does it matter particularly whether or not the
U.S. Party is actually controlled by the Soviet Party as
long as it takes the same stand as the Soviet Party?. Why
or wy not?

'35. What could the Soviet Rarty do if the U.S. Party did not
take orders or go along with the Soviet Party? What
could leaders do if party members did not go along with
Soviet policies or orders? What would you expect b have
happen to Communist Party membership in this country when
Soviet policy switched to become more anti-American?(Tell
pupils that they should keep this question in mind as they
look at membership figures shortly.)

,
,, Discuss: Do you think the evidence :App9rts or refutes

the hypothesis that the U.S. Comm nist Party takes orders

1
from the Communist Party of the U S.S.R.? Why?

See Appendix.
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authors.

S. Generalizes from data.
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b. Communists have joined other organiza-
tions and set up their own front organ-
izations. They have used cases of so-
cial, ecrynomic, and political discrim-
ination and unrest to help gain support
for their cause.
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37. Review with pupils different systems of taking notes on
oral presentations. Which systems are more appropriate
for organized speeches or oral reports? Which systems
are more appropriate for discussions? Why? Have pupils
take notes on discussions according to one of several
appropriate systems. Tell them you will collect and
check notes for some discussion quite soon.

38. Hold a discussion on the basis of the reading pupils
have done. What kinds of jobs do communists do for the
party? How have they tried .o win new members and sup-
port or sympathy for their cause? Of what importance
has infiltration of organizations been? Of what impor-
tance has the setting up of front organizations been?
What tactics have communists used to take over control
of old organizations? Have pupils compare data from
different books, compare sources, and generalize tenta-
tively on the basis of the data presented.

39. Collect notes on the above discussion. Make suggestions
for improvement of each paper. Select a good set of
notes and a poor set of notes and project with an opaque
projector (without showing names of pupils:. Ask: Which
set of notes is better? Why?

40. Have several pupils report on specific situations -- par-
ticularly recent ont -- in which communists have been
involved in action activities concerning social, econom-
c, or political discrimination or problems of interna-

tional relations.

Afterwards, ask the class: Did any of your books report
similar incidents? If so, what? Did any of them take
issue with the ideas presented by these reports? Why?

For examp
and Theme
and S eak
crown,
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For examples, see Ralph Nichols
and
and TSP:Trinq7DstibuqUset:eWM7C.
Brown, 1954,
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S. Re'ects whole- art arguements and
Insists upon turther data.

G. Not all members of any group are
exactly alike.

G, Democracy does not bear up well
in societies in which basic dis-
satisfactions with the social and
economic institutions prevail and
become the focus of political
competition.

S. Draws inferences from tables.

Generalizes from data.

S. Sets up hypotheses.

G. Not all members of any group are
exactly alike. (Members of any
group have varying degrees of
interest and participation.)

c. The Communist Party re
votion and work for th
well-disciplined body
go to great effort and
aim across and who mail
sonal sacrifices for t
not all members are ec
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whole-part arquements and
upon further data.
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riferences from tables.

lizes from data.
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1 members of any group are
y alike. (Members of any
lave vorying degrees of
st and participation.)

c. The Communist Party requires great de-
votion and work for the party; it is a
well-disciplined body of people who will
go to great effort and time to put its
aim across aid who make considerable per-
sonal sacrifices for the party. However,
not all members are equally devoted.



Who were the authors used in the reports? in the books
which took issue with them? On the basis of the facts
presented, to what degree do the tactics used by the com-
munists resemble or differ from those used by other groups?
Does the fact that communists have worked in these move-
ments make everyone who took the same side or also joined
the movement a communist or fellow-traveler? Why or why
not? Some people have charged that the communists try
to use these movements to gain converts and publicity or
to cause trouble, not really to help those suffering from
poverty or discrimination. On the basis of your reading,
would you agree or disagree? What evidence do you have
for your conclusion? Even if some of the communists and
their 'leaders in the movement were not motivated by a hu-
manitarian desire to help these people, would this mean
that all communists engaged in the activity lack such
ideals? Why or why not?

Also discuss: Why might such communist activity win a
number of supporters?

41, On the basis of reading done, have pupils discuss the
amount of activity and work demanded of party members.

Project tables in Almond showing the amount of time mem-
bers have devoted to party work. Have pupils compare
these figures with time pupils' parents devote to their
political parties or to community groups to which they

belong.

Ask: How did this devotion to party work enable the

party to gain Influence or control over different organ-
izations? ;That tactics did such devotion make essential

Almond,
pp. 149

A
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S. Fisiects whole-part ergmments./

S. Looks for points of agreement and
witness ,

authors and rePditi-erfYiiiii.a
studies.

G. Members of a small group influence
the behavior of other members by
setting up and enforcing norms.for-
proper behavior.

C. Social sanctions, both formal and
informal, are used In the process
of socialization and to maintain
social control.

G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
gle with the outside tend to be
intolerant within. They tolerate
few departures from group norms. .

G. Membc-s of a smell 1 group influence
the behavior of other members by
setting up and enforcing norms for.
proper behavior.
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for those who wishLd to get control away from the com-
munists later and keep communists out of control?

Also discuss: What effects do you think such demands
upon party members might have upon many who joined the
party? (Let pupils hypothesize about effects upon
reasons for leaving party, but put off discussion of
this point until later.)

42. Read aloud two quotations pre3enting contrasting view-
points on the strictness with which party members had
to follow the party line and party orders. With which
point of view would pupils agree? Why? What tended to
happen to those who did not wish to follow orders or
the lire? Was the party more lenient with some kinds of
people than others? (Have pupils use data from books
they have read in rnswering these questions.)

e.g. Hicks, Whe
as against one
Budenz or Chamb
Hoover, Masters
P. 175.

43. Have a pupil report on Meyer's analysis of how a cadre Me17:,2. Mo 11:1
member of the party is trained. Then discuss: How does
such training seem to compare with that of other party
members about whom you have read? Does there seem to be
any difference between the training and discipline imposed
upon cadre as against other members?
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. others? (Have pupils use data from books
read in answering these questions.)
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Budenz or Chambers, Witness or
Hoover, Masters of DWF7117----
p. 175.
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G. Social sanctions, Soth formal and
informal, are us J in the process
of socialization and to waintain
social cceitroi.

G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
gle with the outside tend to be
Intolerant. within. They tolerate
few departures from group norms.

G. The process of socialization Is a
continuous process; the individual
acquires new values and patterns
of behavior and a sharp change In
his life may result In resociall-
zation.

G. One of the major causes of faction-
alism within a group is the involve-
ment of some of its members in other
groups and organizations with com-
peting goals and values.

.S. looks for points of a regiment and
disagreement among w tnesses,
ifuthors and reports of research
studies.

S. Generalizes from data.

d. Communists have tried
in organizations, gov
industry etc. where t
position to help the

1) In some positions
to propagandize of

2) In some positions
to influence polic

3) In some positions
to obtain informat
Soviet authorities
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zes from data.

d. Communists have tried to obtrin positions
in organizations, government, schools,
industry etc. where they could use their
position to help the communist cause.

1) In some positions they have been able
to propagandize others.

2) In some positions they have been able
to influence policies.

3) In some positions they have been able
to obtain information to pass on to
Soviet authorities.
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44. Discuss: Ay might the Communist Party want to control those
whdnparty members marry or want to rid members of loyal-
ty to other groups?

45. On the basis of materials pupils have read, have them
discuss: How have communists tried to gain positions
of influence which would permit them to formulate policy
or propagandize or gain access to information? How
widespread was such intiltration? Does it seem to be
declining? What evidence do you have for your conclu-
sions?

Now have several pupils give oral reports on some of the Use Reader
espionage cases which have involved the Soviet Union. in0ex to
Afterwards, discuss: How much of a threat is the Com- tibliogra
rnunist Party in this country in terms of espionage? (Who
were the spies? Were they members of the U.S. Communist
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S. Adlusts note-taking to type of
oral- presentation.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Checks on the bias of authors and
producers of material. SNotes
whether author would be hurt by

opposite report.)

4) In some positions
a position to sab
war were to break
viet Union or Red
atoge might be in
or actual damage
terials.

5) Infiltration into
various kinds rear
many years ago anc
greatly since the
reasons.

e. Since the Smith Act
ments illegal, Commu:
this country have no
overthrow of the gov4
they have said they
through the ballot a
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who would not submit
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throw of the governm
Soviet leaders in th
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Jsts note-taking to type of
1 Eresentatlon.

eralizes from data.

cks on the bias of authors and
ai-eers of material, _Notes
ther author would be hurt by
os t to report.

4) In some positions they have been in
a position to sabatoge industry if
war were to break out with the So-
viet Union or Red China. Such sab-
atoge might be in the form of strikes
or actual damage to machines and ma-
terials.

5) Infiltration into organizations of
various kinds reached its height
many years ago and has declined
greatly since then for a number of
reasons.

e. Since the Smith Act made such state-
ments illegal, Communist leaders in
this country have not urged violent
overthrow of the government; instead
they have said they would win power
through the ballot and would then have
to put down the revolt of capitalists
who would not submit. However, earlier
statements advocated the violent over-
throw of the government. Moreover,
Soviet leaders in this period still
talked about the necessity for revolu-
tion.



Party?) Would all communists be spies even tough ,one
were? (What have your books indicated about this ques-
tion?) What might cause some people to spy . for the
U.S.S.R. even if they were not communists or Communist
sympathizers?

46, Now co'i'leet pupils' notes on one of these reports. Crit-
icize and return. Project a good and a poor set of notes
and have pupils discuss what makes each good or pcor.
Compare the system of note taking on reports to that for
taking notes on discussion.

. Have pupils read excerpts from early Comintern stamoe1Z, "Selected Readings."
Communist Party constitutions and early statements by
Communist Party leaders in this country about their at-
titude toward revolution, the Sov;et Union, and the dic-
tatorship of the proletariat. Briefly tell the class
about the major provisiortiof the Smith Act, Then have
them read quotations from Communist Parry leaders after
the Act was passed. How did e statements change? Why?
Do pupils accept the post-Smith Act statements as more
accurate or less accurate In expressing the views of
leaders? Why? What effect might the change have had
upon young people who were attracted to the party by
some of the stated ideals and had not heard the earlker
statements?



S Recognizes differences in diffi-
culty of proving statements (Dis-
tinguishes Between facts and esti-
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2. The Communist Party has never had very
many members in terms of the total popu-
lation of the U.S. or in terms of the
percentages achieved in some Western
European countries. However, it has had
support from some non-members who stayed
out of the party for a variety of reasons.
Party membership has had its ups and downs
in this country but has been declining
drastically since World War 11. For a
variety of reasons, however, it is diffi-
cult to know just how many communists and
fellow- travellers there are in this coun-
try, although the FBI tries to keep count.
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48. Now read aloud excerpts from the New Program of the Com-
munist Party U.S.A. as it relates to the type of activ-
ity and methods used to achieve a communist state in the pp.
U.S. Do pupils accept this statement as the real goal
of the present party? Why or why not? Remind pupils of
the Soviet policy of peaceful co-existence at the time
the statement was made. Would this policy be likely to
have affected the statement of the Communist Party in
this country? Why or why not?

New Pro ra
Part

49. Have pupils indicate different figures they have found
on the strength of the American Communist Party. Be
sure they indicate dates for their figures. Compare dif-
ferent figures for the same dates. Why do they differ?

Ask: What other kinds of figures might you be able to
find for the 30's and early 40's which might throw some
light, on the strength of the party? (If necessary sug-
gest election figures.) Have a pupil use an almanac to
make a large chart showing the vote for Communist candi-
dates in elections in which they ran.

50. Give pupils an exercise in which they are to mark each
statement fact or estimate. The exercise should include
statements which have figures on communist party member-
ship or fellow-travellers.

51. Have a pupil make two graphs showing changes in estimat-
ed party strength over the years. He should have one
show changes in votes for communist candidates for Pres-
ident. The other should show changes in estimated mem-
bership. Have these charts made to the same scale as the

For severa
Hoover, Ma
p. 5 (for
Shannon, D
munism, pp
RZW5Fid Co
Party, pp.

World Al

See Appen
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id aloud excerpts from the New Proqram of the Com-
Party U.S.A. as it relates to the type of activ-
methods used to achieve a communist state in the

.o pupils accept this statement as the real goal
present party? Why or why not? Remind pupils of
/let policy of peaceful co-existence at the time
itement was made. Would this policy likely to
ifected the statement of the Communist Party in
Jntry? Why or why not?

upils indicate different figures they have found
5trength of the American Communist Party. Be
'iey indicate dates for their figures. Compare dif-
figures for the same dates. Why do they differ?

That other kinds of figures might you be able to
or the 30's and early 40's which might throw some
on the strength of the party? (If necessary sug-
lection figures.) Have a pupil use an almanac to
large chart showing th-e vote for Communist candi-

in elections in which they ran.

')upils an exercise in which they are to mark each
cent fact or estimate. The exercise should include
ents which have figures on communist party member-
hr fellow-travellers.

) pupil make two graphs showing changes in estimat-
irty strength over the years. He should have one
:hanges in votes for communist candidates for Pres-
.

The other should show changes in estimated mem-
rip. Have these charts made to the same scale as the

New Program of the Communist
Party U.S.A. See especially
PP. 97, 99.

For several estimates, see
Hoover, Masters of Deceit
P. 5 (for 193Q- 1955).
Shannon, Decline of Am. Com-
munism, pp. 91-92, 360.
Howe and Coser, Am. Comm.
Party, pp. 527-528

World klmanac.

See Appendix.
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I,. IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
CAUSATION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

A. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-
TIONS..

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF THE FINALITY OF
KNOWLEDGE: CONSIDERS GENERALIZA-
TIONS AND THEORIES AS TENTATIVE,
ALWAYS SUBJECT TO CHANGE IN THE
LIGHT OF NEW EVIDENCE.

A. VALUES THE SCIENTIFIC METHOD AND
RATIONAL THOUGHT AS APPLIED TO SO-
CIAL AS WELL AS TO NATURAL DATA.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses
authors and reports of research
stuslies.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary of 9eneralizatjoni
basedgn insufficient evidence.
(Examides sample used to see if it
is rgpresentative of Population for
which generalizations are made.)

3. Members of the Communi
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3. Members of the Communist Party are not all
alike; they join for different reasons,
differ in their degree of loyalty to the
party, differ in the amount of work and
the types of thing they are willing to do
for the party, differ.in their understand-
ing of party Ideology, and differ in the
reasons which lead many of them to leave
the party.

a.. NOt as much is known about the hard
core members and leaders; they may or
may not be like those who join and then
get out. However, one study has in-
cluded a number of ex-party leaders.
This study does show that by-and-large
top leaders differ somewhat from lower-
level leaders, who in turn differ some-
what from the ordinary member.

b. Studies of former communist party mem-
bers show that they come from different
kinds of homes and income backgrounds,
but that few come from extreme poverty.
Such studies also show that most commu-
nists join when they are young. A large
per cent are children of one or more
foreign born parents, and many who have
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timelines on shifts In foreign policy. Also add to those
timelines a few more events such as Khrushchev's denuncia-
tion of Stalin, the use of Soviet force to put down the
Hungarian rebellion, etc. Now have pupils compare changes
in party strength to these events. What factors seemed
to make it easier for the U.S. Communist Party to gain
members? What things seemed to bring about a loss in mem-
bership? Why?

52. Now hold a class discussion on the question: What have
you found from your books about the kinds of Americans
who Join the Communist Party? What kinds of homes do they
come from in terms of income levels? political background?
religious background? What is their educational level?
Are most of them foreign born? of poor educational level?
etc. Get pupils to present data in answer to these ques-
tions in terms of the books each .one has read. Pupils
wiltAiRame hut some of the answers because of their
difftfait Sources of information. When such disagreements
show up, haVe pupils who disavee tell something about, their
source of.information. Discuss reliability of these sources.

Then ask pupils to generalize on the basis of all of this
data. Having compared these different sources of infor-
mation, what can you conclude about the kinds of Americans
who join the Communist Party? Be sure to ask further
questions if pupils generalize too widely. For example,
if they accept some of the statements by Ernst and Loth
as accurate for all communists, ask any pupils who have
read Almonu to comment. Also discuss the problems of
sampling in the Ernst and Loth study as well as in the
41mond stud. Who were the people studied? Which groups
were not studied? Is It possible that those who do not
leave the party differ from those who do? What light does
the Almond study throw on long-time members? Can you ac-
cept everything that an individual ex-communist or all of
the ex communists interviewed have to say about the party?
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S. Checks on the bias of Informants.

G. Members of any group are attracted
to ti t for varying reasons, some of
which have nothing to do with the
goals of the organization.

S. Draws inferences from tables and
charts.

IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
CAUSATION IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

A. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-
TIONS.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among 'witnesses,
authors, and reports of research
studies.

S. Checks on bias of authors.

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

G. Members of any group are attracted
to it for various reasons, some of
which have nothing to do with the
goals of the organization.

been in the party for
eign born. Most are
members, although som
from liberal or even
but many also come fr
families.

c. People join the Comm
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nfercnces from tables and

'TICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
ON IN THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

S EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
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or points of agreement and
,ement among witnesses,

and reports of research

on bias of authors.

who arguments.

of any group are attracted
or various reasons, some of
ave nothing to do with the
f the organization.

been in the party for sometime are for-
eign born. Most are not minority group
members, although some are. Many come
from liberal or even radical families,
but many also come from conservative
families.

c. People join the Communist Party for
different reasons and usually for a com-
bination of reasons. Some of these
reasons seem to 5e more important in the
U.S. than in some other countriL which
are not controlle' 'ay the communi,cs.
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Why or why not? Do you think they would be likely to
be fairly reliable about their home background? age at
joining party? attitudes of parents? How does Almond
try to get around the fact that he has no figures on
parental income? Which is really more important in terms
of what might lead people to join the party: actual in-
come and occupational level or what people think about
it?

53. Have pupil use the Almond study to make a series of
charts showing scmething about the background of those
who became communists in this country. Another pupil
might make similar charts using the Ernst and Loth study.
Have the class compare the two sets of charts.

Almond, A
pp. 202,
Ernst and
Am. Commu

54. Hold a discussion based on the wide reading about the
reas,)s., why people joined the Communist Party. Again
list reasons on the chalkboard and try to*find out how
much agreement there is on each reason among the dif-
ferent sources. Discuss: Is a person's expressed
reason necessarily the real one? Suppose a person
thinks he is telling the truth? Do you think you can
be sure that the reason or reasons he gives are the
true ones? How did Ernst and Loth and also Almond
try to identify some of the reasons which might not be
expressed? What did they conclude about reLscns for
joining? Do the to studies agree on the reasons? Do
there seem to be differences in reasons for different
occupational or class groups? in different periods when
people joined? Do you think most people who joined had
just one reason for joining? To what extent did those
who joined really know about and understand the Marxian-
Leninist ideology? What kind of picture did most of
them have of the purposes of the Party?

Project tables from Almond as a check on some of the con- Almond,

elusions. Also discuss: Do you think the reasons for pp. 100,
joining are the same as those in the U.S.S.R. and ChinaN00
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showing scmething about the background of those
:ame communists in this country. Another pupil
lake similar charts using the Ernst and Loth study.
le class compare the two sets of charts.

Almond, Appeals of Communism,
pp. 202, 210, 222, 198.
Ernst and Loth, Report on the
Am. Communist, ch. 1.

discussion based on the wide reading about the
why people joined the Communist Party. Again
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4reement there is on each reason among the dif-
sources. Discuss: Is a person's expressed
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1 that the reason or reasons he gives are the
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identify some of the reasons which might not be
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,eem to be differences in reasons for different
tional or class groups? in different periods when
joined? Do you think most people who joined had
e reason for joining? To what extent did those
tried really know about and understand the Marxian-
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tables from Almond as a check on some of the con- Almond, Appeals of Communism,

ns. Also discuss: Do you think the reasons for pp. 100, 128, 135, 163.
I are the sane as those in the U.S.S.R. and ChinaVy?



Adjusts type of note-taking to.
type of oral presentation.

Draws inferences from tables.

IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
CAUSATION III THE SOCIAL SCIENCES.

L. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-
TIONS.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement amon witnesses
aut ors, and reports of research
studies.

S. Checks on bias of authors.

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

G. Members of any group are attracted
to It for various reasons, some of
which have nothing to do with the
goals of the organization.

S. Draws inferences from tables.
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55. Once more collect pupils' notes on discussion and write
sugg-zstions for further improvement on each paper. Again
you might project and discuss samples of good and pear
notes.

56. Project some oC the tables in Almond and have pupils
analyze then to note differences among different groups
and differences among Americans and French and Italians
in terms of reasons for joining. After projecting and
discussing some of these tables give pupils a ..:ritten
exercise on interpreting another of the tables on ex-
communists. Then discuss findings in class.

57. Neohave pupils who have read Ernst and Loth and Almond
explain' more Cully the emotional reasons some had for
joining. luote Almond on the kinds of emotional prob-
lems which night lead a person to the Party, and the
ether factors which apparently must combine with these
problems to do so. Project tables to illustrate some
of these points. Quote Meyer's contrary point of view
about this cause. Then ask: Do those of you who read
books by a > communists find any support for the Almond
and Ernst point of view? (Have them explain their
answers.) Did those of you who read Hoover's chlpters
on th?.. appeals of communism find any ',upport for the
point of view? What might txplain Of difference be-
tween Aeyer and the findirgs of the two survey-) ? Have
pupils who have read books by ex-cowunists decide
whether they can identify any such factors in their
books.

Almond,
PP. 195,

Almond, A
pp, 243,
(tables),
Meyer, Th
nists, 0.
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,sing somc of these tables give pupils a -;ritten
.se on interpreting another of the tables on ex-
dists. Then discuss findings in class.

/e pupils kiho have read Ernst and Loth and Almond
in' more fully the emotional reasons some had for
lg. luote Almond on the kinds of emotional prob-
Jhich nisht lead a person to the Party, and the
factors which apparently must combine with these

ems to do so. Project tables to illustrate some
ase points. Quote Meyer's contrary point of view
this cause. Then ask: Do those of you who read
by ex-communist,: find any support for the Almond
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rs.) Did those of you who read 14r)over's chlpters
le appeals of communism find any ,urport for the
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Meyer and the findirgs of the two surveys? wave
s who have read books by ex-communists decide
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Almond, A eats of C vnunism,
pp. 195, 2 256.

Almond, Appeals of Communism,
pp, 243, 246,:2q, 261, 281
(tables), ch. 10 for quotes.
Meyer, The Moulding of Commu-
nists, o. 92.
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S. Draws inferences from tables.

A, IS SCEPTICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
CAUSATION.

S. Rejects whole-part arauh'ents.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses,
authors, and reports of research
studies.

A. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-
TIONS.

G. Members of any group may disagree
on many things not related to the
particular goals of the group; they
may also disagree about some of
these goals and particularly about
ways of achieving these goals.

S. Draws inferences from tables.

d. Membership in the Comm
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People leave the Party
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lerences from tables.

ICAL OF THEORIES OF SINGLE
N.

.,hole -part arguwents.

,r points of agreement and
ment among witnesses,
and reports of research

EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-

)f any group may disagree
'things not related to the
3r goals of the group; they
disagree about some of
als and particularly about
achieving these goals.

ferences from tables.

d. Membership in the Communist Party in
this country turns over fairly rapidly
and the large majority of members re-
main with the party only a few years.
People leave the Party for different
reasons and combinatrons of reasons.
Certain groups find it harder to break
away than others do, even after they
have begun to question their membership
in the Party. Various factors seem to
be involved in the degree to which
groups find it difficult to break away
at any one time,. Membership has de-
clined after almost every big shift in
the Party line except those which made
the Party more acceptable to the Ameri-
can people (as during United Front days
and the World War II alliance).
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58. Have a pupil prepare a bulletin board dispaly on "Why
Americans Join the Communist Party." He might use
tables, draw cartoons, and use pictures as well as cap-
tions to illustrate the reasons.

59. Show pupils the tables in Almond which compare the kinds Almond,
of appeals made in Soviet papers and in the Daily Worker pp. 69,
(Be sure to explain headings on tables before pupils 87.
study them.) What kinds of appeals did communists and
thosa who read the Worker find in this country? Were
the same things being emphas!zed in the Soviet Union?
Why or why no;? What effect might this difference have?

GO. Have a class discussion based on the reading pupils have Almond, App
done on why people left the Party. Again try to find ch. 11 and
out how much agreement there is among the different
sources of information.

Ask: How do these reasons for leaving compare with
thw, the same people had for joining? Does there seem
to b. -iny relationship between lack of a clear picture
OF the party's ideology before joining and the reasons
For leaving? What differences are there among the long-

p;11-ty leaders, lower level leaders, and the ordin-
r-lr., orkeis? (From time to time show pupils
i.;>h ", 41ond -,c) that they can compare the Findings

!; Ath ume of the staiements they
u,( some of the tabic.:s

:%.
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Almond, Appeals of Communism,
ch. 11 and p. 354.
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G. individuals know the political sys-
tem as a set of images and pictures
created for them by communicators;
they react to those images rather
than to the real world and real
people.

G. People with different ideologies
may perceive things differentlyv

S. Sets up hypotheses.

c. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Considers alternative courses of
action.
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61. Have a pupil pretend that he is a young person who
joined the Communist tarty during the United Front days
against Fascism and left after the Soviet-Nazi pact.
Have him draw two cartoons showing his image of the
party in each period.

Have the class examine the cartoons. If no one has
made cartoons, remind the class that some members left
and some did not after this shift in party lt,e. Dis-
cuss: Why might some members who joined during the
United Front days of anti-Nazism as a means of fighting
Nazism, fail to leave after the Soviet Nazi Pact in 1939?
Have a pupil whc has read Fast's book describe the way in
which members' perceptions are affected by their ideology
and by the communist communications which they read and
discuss. Have the pupil who has read Meyer's book com-
ment on his explanation of why more members are not dis-
illusioned by the sudden shifts in party line.

62. Have a pupil prepare a chart showing the results of the
Ernst and Loth study on how long people who got out of
the party stayed in the Party. Have pupils compare the
two charts and generalize about them. Ask those who
have not read the two studies to hypotheslze about such
questions as the following: Would high party officials,
lower party officials, or ordinary party members find it
hardest to bring themselves to make a break with the
party? etc. Then have pupils who have read the Almond
study discuss the evidence which would support or refute
the hypotheses.

63. Discuss: Why diri people hesitate to leave the party?
(Have pupils use data from their readings in this dis-
cussion.) Do you think these reasons suggest any possi-
ble measures which might be taken in this c3untry to en-
courage people to leave the party?

Ernst and Loth,,
Am. Communist,
Almond, Lapis.
PP. 336-337.774
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Ernst and Loth, Report on the
Am. Communist, p. 14.
Almond, Appeals of Communism
pp. 336-337, 340.
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S. Draws inferences from tables.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Generalizes from data.

e. Members of the Party seeme
greatly in terms of what t
bout the party's real aims
they knew about espionage
control from Moscow, the d
they were willing to acce:.
line or orders willingly,

.artv actions were
with ocher values the
degree to which they were
sacrifice values, other re
and time for the party's c
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'nces from tables.

from data.

from data.

e. Members of the Party seemed to differ
greatly in terms of what they knew a-
bout the party's real aims, the amount
they knew about espionage activities or
control from Moscow, the degree to which
they were willing to accept the party
line or orders willingly, the degree to

'_arty actions were in conflict
with o'ner values they held, the
decree to which they were willing to
sa.:,:fice values, other relationships,
and time for the party's cause.



64. Perhaps have each pupil write an imaainry letter tlhieh
an ex-communist might have written to a relative or
friend explaining why he joined the Communist Party,

why he left, why he hesitated to leave, and problems
he has faced since leaving,

G5. Read aloud a brief quotation on the different ways in
which ex-communists react to communism and cunserva-
tism. Point out that some feel that many will turn to
extreme right groups or religion. Now project charts
from Almond so that pupils can judge the accuracy of
these hypotheses. Also have pupils examine tables to
find out which groups were most likely to react by going
to an opposite extreme or shee-political indifference.

66. Remind pupils that they were to try to find out whether
or not the communists in this country believed in Marx-
ian ideology. i,sk: On the basis of your present infor-
mation, how Nqould you answer this question?

67. Have a pupil prepare and explain a chart presenting the
model of the Communist Party and the good communist
Party worker as found through content analysis of lead-
ing Communist books.

Discuss: How many of the people you read about seemed
to live up to this model while they were in the Party?

'Almond,
PP. 356-

Almond,
ch. 3.
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G. Members of any group have varying
degrees of interest and participa-
tion.

S. Checks on the bias and competency.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary of generalizations
based on insufficient evidence.

S. Looks for poiws-s of a'-reement and
disagreement among witnesses,
authors, and reoorts of research
studies.
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(Was there any difference among difcere(It groups within
the party? Did the people you read about seem to be
aware of the ideal model of party workers at the time
they joined? How well do you think the majority of
party Lembers lived up to this ideal?)

. Select students who have read b,.,oks by ex-communists
who were never really important in the party. Now se-
lect pupils who read books by communists who were es-
pionage agents or leaders and remained communists for
a long time. Have them compare what they found about
their attitudes toward taking orders from the party, the
means used Ly the party, their knowledge about the party's
relationship to the U.S.S.R., their knowledge about sl'y-

etu.

Or have several pupils read aid prepare written reports
on two different eye-witness accounts of life in the
Communist Party. in each case, the two accounts should
differ. For example, someone might read the account by
Chambers and the account by Hicks. i'snother might read
the account bti Dadenz and the account by Fast, etc. Have
pupils identify points of difference about why people
joined, what they did in the party, how they now feel a-
bout the party. They should also try to account for these
differences.

e.g. Hicks, Wherf
Out nr Fast,
against one o
audenz or Chamber

Have these pupils report briefly on the itemized differ-
ences they {hued and possible explanations for them. Have
each pupil comment on the reading rate which he had to use
in making this kind of comparison. How did it differ from
that which he would use in just getting general ideas about
why people joined a party and what kinds of activities they
undertook in the Party?
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S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses,
authors, and reports of research
studies.

S. Looks for points of agreement, and
disagreement among witnesses irdi
authors.

S. Adjusts note-taking to type of
oral report.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors.

h. RESPECTS EVIDENCE EVEN WHEN IT CON-
TRADICTS PREJUDICES AND PRECONCEP-
TIONS.

I.. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.

4. The Communists have been ch
newed activity, especially
youth groups as Communist P
with infiltratidg other you
the New Left.
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4. The Communists have been charged with re-
newed activity, especially setting up new
youth groups as Communist Party fronts and
with inflitratirig other youth groups.of
the New Left.



69. Have a group of students analyze typical written mater-
ials on the inerican Communist Party designed for high
school students. They should compare the material with
the findings of the Ernst and Loth and the Almond s.udifs.
Have them report their findings to the class,

70. Show the film Communism in the U.S. and have pupils ,:om
pare the ideas presented in it with those they
in other sources.

71. Have a pupil report on the W.LB, DuBois Clubs. He t,hould
analyze the charges that they ,Ire a communist front
youth organization. He sould also analyze the tactics
which they use. In making his report, he should note
different points of view he has found.

Afterwards, check pupils' notes on the report.

72 1. pupil might: report on otht:r Ncw LLit youth ,jroups
which Luce claims are front organizations or being
infiltrdted by the Communist NIty of the U.S. Fie

should analyze the (Jegr(e to which diff: cant authors
ayrce upon such a design,Itien ds well as the tactics
used by the group, the extent to which members are
Marxist oriented, and the t.:stimates of membership, size.

?3. Give pupils Scauffer's question on what m.)kes the com-
munist party dangerous. Compare pupils' roactions now
to those ftcy had at the beginning of tho unit.

Repeat some oT the other questions which you gave pupils
from the Stouffer study at the beginning of the unit.
Compare reactions now to those before pupils studied the
American Comunist Party. Have reactions changed? If

so, why?

Film: Communis
Indiana Univer

Luce, The New
pages. See in
Jacobs and Lan
New Radicals,
791-2000
See also Reade

Luce, The New
use inTex.
Jacobs and Lan
The New Radica
See also Rea
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S. Generalizes from data.

S. Aaliespej.-eZ.sw1-learon B. The Progressive Labor Party
and generalizations t6ii6Wddta--- party which follows the Chin

Party line.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Applies previously-learned concepts C. A number of other groups hav
and generalizations to new data. grouped with the Progressive

some of groups considered Co
as part of "The New Radicals
Left." These groups react s
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i some of groups considered Communist Fronts
as part of "The New Radicals" or "The New
Left." These groups react strongly to many
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74. Have all pupils write editorials expressing their views
on the extent to which the Communist Party in the U.S.
constitutes a danger today and the reasons for their
views. Perhaps have them focus upon their reactions
to some recent statement about this danger.

75. Have pupils read excerpts from the article on'Perspec-
tives of the Lcfe which appeared in the Progressive La-
bor Party organ Progressive Labor, and from the Pream-
ble to the Constitution of the Progressive Labor Party.
Does this preamble support or refute Luce's charges?

Discuss: What do these documents indicate about the
point of view of the Progressive Labor Party ?

76. Have pupils give a panel report on The Progressive
Labor Party. They should compare reasons why people
join and leave it with those which the class has dis-
cussed for joining and leaving the Communist Party.
They should report on Luce's interpretation of the re-
lationship between this party and the Chinese Commu-
nist Party. One member of the group might check Pro-
gressive Labor Party materials to see what policies
they are advocating in terms of foreign relations and
especially the Chinese-Soviet rift. What light do
these materials throw on Luce'q :laim about the tie
between the U.S. and Chinese pa ties? The panel should
also discuss tactics used by the party and compare them
with those used by the Communist Party.

77. Have pupils read an excerpt from Flack's paper for the
1965 Students for Democratic Society Convention. Dis-
cuss: Does this sound as though the organization is
communist? dhat would you need to know about the organ-
ization in order to decide whether or not it is a group

"Selected R

Luce, The Ne
also digest
Di est for F
aco s and L

Radicals, pp

"Selected R
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of the values of American socie
bring about drastic changes in

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses and
authors and other sources of in-
formatTon.

S. Defines problem by fir
values involved.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Identifies assumptions.

S. Generalizes from data.
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dedicated to violence or to peaceful means to achieve
its aims.

78. Now have a group of stuJents present a panel report on
Students for Democratic Society. They should describe
different points of view and the sources they have used.

Perhaps have a group of students present a panel discus-
sion on the F.S.M. movement and the Berketey Student Re-
volt and analyze the characteristics of many members of
the New Left as they are indicated in this revolt.

Discuss: 4hat are the value conflits Involved in such
a revolt?

CO. Remind the students of the statements they read at the
beginning of this unit by Brown and Carmichael of SNIC.
Now have a student or a group of students report on
SNIC and analyze its tactics and the charges that some
people have made that it has come under communist influ-
ence. Discuss: Is such an organization dangerous to
our society? Why or why not?

Have pupils read and compare a series of editorials and
articles on The New Left or New Radicals. Discuss: How
does the New Left scam to differ from the leftist groups
of the 1930's? How do their basic assumptions differ?
Do you think it is dangerous to our society? Why or why
not? If you do, do you consider it more or less danger-
ous than the Communist Party? Why?

Jacobs and L
New Radicals
149-18U.

Lipset and Wa
Berkel= Stude

Luce, The New
Jacobs and a
Radicals.

e.g. Jacogs a
The New Radlc
2:0- 5 ime
pp. 26-27; Ro
Grows 'Tires

, May 2, 1967,
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Lipset and Walin, eds., The
Berkeley Student Revolt.

Luce, The New Left.
Jacobs and Landau,ect.jhe New
Radicals.

e-cg. Jacogs and Landau , eds.,
The New Radicals, pp. 82-85,
280-299; Time, April 28, 1967,
pp. 26-27; Rowan, "New Left
Grows 'Tiresome,'" Mpls. Star,
May.2, 1967, p. 10A.



. Sets up hypotheses about possible
consequences of alternative courses
of action.

S. gets up hypotheses.

. Uses deduce: consequences of hy-
potheses (it-t-hen statements) to
guide collection of data.

S. During discussions to the
point, helps move--t-FeThiscussion
along, and searches fo l. points of
agreement.

During discussions helps create
an atmosphere in which all m7eFEers
of the groue feel secure and anxi-
ous to participate.

Durin. discussions, respects the
Tipl-saiiTof others.
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D, Groups of the Far Right hove been
their membership in recLnt years;
sidered by some to be dangerous to
society, by others to be preserver
curity, and by still others to be
tant as to be ignored.
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0, Groups of the Far Right hzive been increasing
their membership in rectdt years; they are c,)n-

sidered by some to be dangerous to icricar
society, by others to be preservers of our se-
curity, and by still others to be sc unimpor-
tant as to be ignored.



02. .Discuss: On the basis of what you now know at-L:7)w_ th,,

Communist Party and the Progressive 1,-Ibcr Porty and thh.
other groups of the New Left, !i,-1ds of
would you suggest to reduce thir ,tr,,:isth? to
any threat ',ou think they p,:isG H ::outry? tiv?

whht
think would rut frt.,m of action hi LL;;-,

of the f.,om!ounist threat and.f:ivil iHerties. C.2 1I ,u-
pils that they will return 1._ e:d.6r,,ir.e these cow-ses
action later in the unit.

33. Before p;.ipils he;In the:r study the groups of the
Far Right, let: them set up hypotheses aLout why people
might join such groups. They should, develop a series
of if-then statements huld true if their
hypotheses arc true. Di!,cuss: How might political
scientists collect data to test these hypotheses? How
can we try to test them? Give pupils a chance to read
in cl, ,s or o o -the library to work on special topics
'related to the t-:Tir Right. Pupils should try to find
information in '1-oir reading to support or contradict
these if-thc.n stntements and so the hypotheses and to
find out if p,-)iitical ..cientists have conducted such
studies.

C4. Before holdiny ny more'!neral class discuss ions, ask
the class to sujycst way.. ()F improving discussions. What
kinds of :.(.v ior have rt-.!de fur good discussions? fur
poor discussions? Try to identify criteria for good
discussion :)ehavior. Point out necessity for trying to
follow sueh criteria, particuldrly when dealing with
highly controversial topics.

See bibliography.
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A. EVALUATES IIIFORMATION AND SOURCES
OF INFORMATION BEFORE ACCEPTING
EVIDENCE ADD GENERALIZATIONS.

A. IS CURIOUS A:1OUT SOCIAL DATA.

G. The interest group attempts to
bring aggregates of influence to
bear upon decision-makers by at-
tempts to frame the possible choices
the decision-makers have, by direct
influence, by education, and by at-
tempts to control the selection of
the decision-maker.

S. Identifies and examines assumptions
to decide whether he can accept

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may be enemies of freedom
In that they may deprive the indiv-
dual of options just as surely as
government may.

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may be enemies of freedom
in that they may deprive the indiv-
dual of options just as surely as
government may.

S. Identifies and examines assumptions
to decide whether or not he can ac-
cept them.

1. The Far Right does not cons
lithic organization; the di
on the Far Right differ con
their attitude toward the u

a. Some of the Far Right gro
vocate violence or have b
use violence or are prepa
ground groups to use viol
think it essential to pre
they see as important in
ciety.
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ates of power or in-
e enemies of freedom
nay deprive the indiv-
ns just as surely as
y.

d examines assumptions
ther or not he can ac-

1. The Far Right does not constitute a mono-
lithic organization; the different groups
on the Far Right differ considerably in
their attitude toward the use of violence.

a. Some of the Far Right groups openly ad-
vocate violence or have been know to
use violence or are preparing under-
ground groups to use violence if they
think it essential to preserve what
thoi see as important in American so-
ciety.



25. Show the film Case History of a Rumor which shows how a
rumor was started by peopTe on the Far Right about an
invasion of the country. Discuss: Do you think the
groups which spread this rumor were helping preserve our
security? Uhy or why not? Do you think that they con-
stitute a danger to our security? Why or why not? Now
tell pupils that they will take a more thorough look at
groups on the Far Right. Pupils should try to decide
whether they are dangerous to our security.

Film: Case Hisi
Operation Water
(C.B.S. Report!

86. Have a group of students present a panel discussion on Rice, Ku Klux
the Ku Klux Klan. Discuss: Is the Klan a danger to the ides.
security of our country? Why or why not? On what assump- rirTnti-Defaml
tions 1.1es the Klan base its actions? pamphlets and

Use Reader's GI
information br
House Committe

07. Remind pupils of the material they read about the Min-
utemen when they started the unit. Then have a pupil
present a report on the Minutemen. Discuss: Are the
Minutemen a danger to our security? Why or why not?
On what assumptions do they base their organization ?

Use Readers' G
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a danger to our security? Why or why not?
)sumptions do they base their organization?
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S. Generalizes from data.

S. Identif:gs and examines assumptions
TraFETal, whether or not he can ac-
cept t

S. ::r:,aralizes from data.

A. EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES
OF INFORMATION BEFORE ACCEPTING
EVIDENCE AND GENERALIZATIONS.

S. icintiflei:,:and examines assumptions
to decide whether he can accept them,

S. Checks facts against his own back-
grsm4idr of i nformati on.

b. Most of the Far Right Grou
openly advocate violence b
stir up hatreds which lead
Unlike the ordinary conser
bers tend to:

1) group all opponents as
communist sympathizers.

2) want to get rid of almo
social-economic legisla
ternational programs se
country during this cen

3) try: to set up :Jrgani
from the top.
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from data.

id examines assumptions
!tiler or not he can ac-

-rom data.

FORMATION AND SOURCES
ON BEFORE ACCEPTING
GENERALIZATIONS.

nd examines assumptions
ether he can accept them,

against his own back -
formati on.

b. Most of the Far Right Groups do not
openly advocate violence but sometimes
stir up hatreds which lead to violence.
Unlike the ordinary conservative, meb-
bers tend to:

1) Group all opponents as'communists or
communist sympathizers.

2) want to get rid of almost all of the
social-economic legislatior -end in-
ternational programs set u, n this
country during this century,

3) try., to set up organi .wins dominated
from the top.



88. Now compare the Minutemen and the Ku Klux Klan. What do
they seem to have in common? How do they differ? What
seems to set them off from some of the other Far Right
Groups?

89. Have a group of students present a panel discussion on
Rockwell's 1.merican Nazi Party. Discuss: On what as-
sumptions did.. Rockwell base his organization? How is
th6 group organized? What tactics does it use? Do you
think that this party is a danger to our security? Why
or why not?

(.)0. Tell pupils that they are now going to lcok at the larg-
est and best-known of the groups on the Far Right, the
,john Birch Society. Some people believe that it is dan-
gerous. Others believe strongly that it is the hope of
America. Pupils should try to decide for themselves.

Give pupils a copy of Welch's remarks at the Minnesota
Symposium in 1964. After they have read his initial
statements, have them look more carefully at certain
statements such as: 1 rgovernment is always and inevitab-
ly an enemy of individual freedoin4"4"1 would rather have
for America, and I am convinced America would be better
off with, a government of 300,000 officials and agents,
every single one of them a thief, than a government of a

See Anti-Defamat
materials and ma
duced by the'Ame
Party.

Minnesota S
. o inn., ep

certs and Lectur
same as some of
Welch's Blue Boo
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S. Generalizes from data.

G. The interest group attempts to
bring aggregates of influence to
bear upon decision - makers by at-
tempts to frame the possible
choices the decision-makers have,
by direct influence, by education,
and by attempts to control the
selection of the decision-maker.

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may be enemies of freedom
in that they may deprive the in-
dividual of options just as surely
as government may.

S. Applies previously -learned concepts
and aenera1izatiohh to new data.

G. The. contrast between democratic
and non-democratic political sys-
tems may be looked at as a conflict
in bas!c underlying values.
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millior agents with every single one of them an honest,
honorable public s_rvant." .3) his statement on govern-
ment interference with the market system. Have pupils
discuss: Co you agree with these statements? Why or
why not? '.lhat evidence does Welch present for his con-
clusions? that proposals does he make for preventing
war? for improving economic conditions? Some people
have called qelch an anarchist. Does this statement
support or contradict that charge?

91. Have pupils examine Welch's ten point program. Discuss:
How does this program compare with that of the other Far-
Right groups that you have studied so far? How does it
compare with what you know of the communist program?

Now have a pupil report on how the organization hastrFed
to carry out points 4-6. Anoiher might report on how
the smoup tried to carry out point #10 during the 1964
election.

HavO pupils reA (or re,:' ,1,,,(2) an uxccrpt from Welch's
i31us Book which descrihe,, thi. ,org;_inization which Welch

wou insist upon for th,: BirLh society. Discuss: How
does the org(,nization of this group compare with the or-
ganization of political parties in this country? How
dous ,it Loilpor with the oryanization of the comoinist
party ?"

Welch, Blue Bo
Broyles, The J

SISSY, pp.-75-
street and Ove,

eTactics of Ext,
Broyles, The
Epstein and. ..F0
the John Birch
Overstreet and
Strange Tactic

Welch, Blue Bo
quotations in
Overstreet, St.
of Extremism.
Broyles, In
po, 47-4r,
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G. The contrast between democratic
and non-democratic political sys-
tems may be looked at as a con-
flict in basic underlying values.

G. The means used may make it diffi-
cult to achieve the stated ends
or goals.

S. Identifies and examines assumpticns
to decide whether or not he can ac-
cept them.

S. Rejects post hoc arguments; looks
for another factor which may have
caused the Tater event.

A. EVALUATES INFORMATION AND SOURCES
OF INFORMATION BEFORE ACCEPTING
EVIDENCE AND GENERALIZATIONS.



93. Read aloud several quotations from Lenin on Party organ-
ization and tactics which are similar to some of those
made by leaders on toe Far Right. (Or merely recall his
tactics II' pupils studied the Center's llth grade course.)
Discuss: Do the ends justify the means of using the
same tactics as those used by the Communists? Remind pu-
pils about their study of the U.S.S.R. last year. What
happened when the Soviets tried to use terror and force
and totalitarian government to achieve their ends?

Read aloud some of the charges of communism levied against
conservatives and middle-of-roaders by some of the ultra
conservatives. (e.g. Welch's charge against Eisenhower
md Dulles; Revilo Oliver's comments on Kennedy's mcassin-
,irif,, ,t.c.) After each charge, ask pupils whom they

7harge might b.: made against. Tell them and
flow about this personS political views. if

.ad aloud enough more of each charge so that
try to identify the assumptions upon which the

.2.rc Discuss: Do you think such remarks
'ul i --ribotting communism in this co,'ntry? Why

:)1- why nt? U':) you think groups making such charges are
tu r-lur :security.? Why or why not?

4

Overstreet and Ove
Stran e Tactics of
pp. 20, 5, 22
Quotations from Le
unit on U.S.S.R.

e.g. See Broyles,
Birch Society, p.
(Eisenhower); Epst

,Forster, p. 21 (Ke
Overstreet and Ove
Strange Tactics of
p. 50 (TiT1 es

95, linv. read and analyze a number of issues of the Issues of Americar
Birc h S,)ci(.Ly's American Oeinion magazine and other Birch
Society matcrials. They might study current issues and

corm of the issues of 1963. Discuss the points of
view and reasoning used in them.

96. Havr. a student xead z-nd report on the case of the teach-
er, Mrs. Franklin, in Paradise, California. He should
discuss what hinds of attacks were made, what evidence
was used, and ,ghat happened as the result of the attacks.

"Hell Breaks Loos
dise," Life, Apri
pp. 73-E77
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S. Identifies and examines assumptions
to see whether or not he can accept
them.

S. Reects whole-part arguments.

S. Reco ni es differences Pn difficul
ty o proving statements, (Drirgi-
wishes between factsi Inferences,
and value judgments.T

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.

S. Checks on the bias of producers of
information.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement anion wTtnesses
atiiTors. and producers of in orma-
tion,
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97. Have pupils read the Aft leaflet on John Birch in Uni-
form which deals with the Birch Society campaign to "Sup-
port Your Local Police," Then discuss: Should police-
men be allowed to join t.1! Birch Society and still re-
main on the force? Why or why not? What seems to be
the purpose o",- the "Support Your Local Police" campaign?
Is the author's attack cm Birchite membership on police
forces any different than the attack in recent years on
government workers, including policemen, who belonged
to other organizations such as the one mentioned in the
article (Core)? Is it any different than attacks on
communists in government positions? Why or why not?

98. Now have a group which has made a thorough study of both
pro and anti Birch society literature present a panel
discussion on the question: Is the Birch Society danger-
ous to American security? or Is the John Birch Society
helping or hindering the fight against communism in this
country? Afterwards have pupils identify examples of
facts, inferences, and value judgments in statements
made by panel rembers.

99. Show parts of the film Danger on the Right or the film
The Radical Right. Discuss: hat methods do these Far
11171. groups use? Are they a danger to our security or
are they protecting our security? What organization pro-
duced this film? What is its bias? Do the books and
articles you have read support or contradict the infer-
ences draLri by the film producers?

Antj-Defamati
leaf let.

Blue Book.
TITEFTEWIOpi
Other materi.
Society.
Overstreet a
Strange Tacti
Forster and
on the Right
Forster, Rep
Birch Societ
Broyles, Joh
"The John Bi
the Conserve
National ;'evi
"Mutiny in t
Sat. Eve. Po

Danger on th
befamation L
The Radical
Defamation L

c
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Blue Book.
75eFrE5FOpinion.
Other materials from Birch
Society.
Overstreet and Overstreet,
Strange Tactics of Extremism.
Forster and Epstein, panger
on the Right. Epstei-675118--
Forster, Report on the John
Birch Society 1966,
Broyles, John Birch Society.
The John t-irch Society and
the Conservative Movement,"
National Review, Oct. 19, 1965.
"Mutiny in the Birch Society,"
Sat. Eve. Post, April 8, 1967.

Danger on the Right, Anti-
Defamation League, 57 min.
The Radical Right, Anti-
15efamation League, 30 min.
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S. Checks on the Hasa& cmrtcncv,
of authors.

S. Detects various type:, fvF 2crsua-
slon devices.

Checks facts against owilsuggi
of information and collects aoultion-
al information when he needs it to
check the facts.

S. Identifies and examines assum tions
to decide whether or not .e can ac-
cept them.

S. Checks facts against his own back-
ground of information.

S. Genera)izes from data.
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100. Bring to class examples of literature from a number of - See list of .a
the Far Right Groups other than the Birch society which .-. such organiza
will be discussed in more detail later. Have pupils street and Ov
analyze the material. What is the purpose of each leaf- ,Stran e Tacti
let or booklet? What evidence is presented for its con-
cluslons? What persuasion devices are used? How does
the information jibe with what pupils have learned about
communism or other groups attacked? How effective do
you think such literature would be in winning support
among the American peopl? Do you think that the groups
which put out such literoture are dangerous to [%merican
security L.1 do you thi:.!, they are promoting American se-
curity? .What mai<cs literrJture different from most
political liturature you have read?

c,,e) the film Communinm::
and distri7out,i:a r,

2;scuss: 110.1 (ices rh;.:

;.e.rned Sc.);.:ot

think flirt'

the securi:y 0;: 0,r (,

1O2. Have several groups uf et,
ocher Far .are.
that would not be c; :

to class', Discst,
among the Fer Riht
fer from the con ,4.......

iL

pro-
uos

1 .

Film: Communi

Materials tr
groups.
Forster and
on the Right.
Burlingame, T
'0Verstreet.an
Stran e Tacti

wort an
Right Wing.
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See list of addresses 'of
such organizations in Over-
street. and Overstreet,

:Strange Tactics of Extremism
(at end of book).

Film: Communism.on the Map.

. 1

Materials froth Far Right
groups.
Forster and Epstein,.0anger
on-the Right.
Burlingame,' The Sixth Column,
'0Verstreet and Overstreet,
Strange Tactics of'Extremism,
Ellsworth andHarris, Am.
Right Wing.
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S. Distinguishes between relevant and
Irrelevant information and notes
whether that which Is relevant sup-
ports or contradicts the idea to
which kt is related.

S. Identifies assumptions.

S. Rejects post hoc arguments] looks
for another factor which might
have caused the later event.

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

S. Checks on competency of authors.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Members of a group may disagree on
many things not related to the par-
ticular goals of the group;
they may also disagree about some
of the goals and particularly about
ways of achieving these goals.

G. Members of any group are attracted
to it for varying reasons.

A. SCEPTICISM OF SINGLE-FACTOR CAUSA-
TION.

S. Draws inferences from tables.

S. Generalizes from data.

2. Much less is known about wh
groups of the Far Right thi,r
what makes people loin tk- 4

a. Although some of the emb
groups have emotional prd
large the type of person
of the Far-Right groups
advocate violence tend to
ferent than those who joi
Party.
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a group may disagree on
not related to the par-
is of the group;
so disagree about some
and part!cularly about

seving these goals.

any group are attracted
,Irying reasons.

JF SINGLE-FACTOR CAUSA-

once! from tables.

from data.

2. Much less is known about why people join
groups of the Far Right than ;Jlown -it
what makes people join tk- Communist Potty.

a. Although some of the embers of both
gru.,,ps have emotional problems, by-and-
large the type of person who joins many
of the Far-Right groups which do not
advocate violence tend to be quite dif-
ferent than those who join the Communist
Party.
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103. Point out that several criticise: i levied at the Far
Right are that members use post hoc reazoning, that
they use guilt by association to try to make many peo-
ple seem communist or communist sympathizers and that
they also lump together all who oppose their views as
communists and communist sympathizers and make charges
against them. Another charge is that some of the
writers for these groups do not provide evidence for
their charges or stw-ements and de not foot-^te evi-
dence that they do g,se. Discuss: Do you t. :nk that
these charges are well-founded? Do you think they are
important factors to consider? Why or why not? Do
any of the materials which attack the groups of the
Far Right use any of the same tactics?

104. Read aloud somo of the findings of the Stanford study
on the people who attended the Schwarz Christian Anti-
Communist Crusade schools. Discuss: How do the peo-
ple who studied at this school differ from those who
Jorned the Communist Party? Do people who join this
and the Birch Society, etc., seem to be similar :n per-
sonality to those who join the Ku Klux Klan and the
American Nazi Party? Have a pupil tell the class about
Overstreet's analysis of a "radical rightist." Does
his analysis agree with that of the Stanford study?

Forster and Ep
on the Right,
Overstreet an
Strange Tacti
c .

1C15. Project some of Upset's tables analyzina the supporters Bell, ed., Th

of the John Girch Society as well as the amount of sup- pp. 422-423,

port for the organization. 435.
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S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among authors.

S. .Applies previously-learned concepts,
and generalizations to new data.

G. Groups engaged in continued si 9-
gle with the outside tend to ,e

intolerant within. They tolerate
few departures from group norms.

41,

G. Countries are more intolerant of
those considered subversive in

times of crisis and threats from
abroad than during times when they
face no such threats.

G. Frustration may result in aggres-
sion.

b. i number of peop;0 believe t
kinds of stfl,sses and strait
tainties in our life have me
groups seem more attract ivc,
the present-day movement.;
of a continuance of der:
movements in the U.S. f

of the Republic.
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movements in the U.S. f he early days
of the Republic.
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if there has been a recent public opinion poll on atti-
tudes toward any rightist group, give some of the ques-
tions to the students. Let them compare their results
with the poll's findings. Also let them compare the
poll's findings with findings on polls about attitudes
towards communism.

106. Perhaps have a pupil report on The True Believer's an-
alysis of the person who joins a mass movement which de-
mands fanatical faith and sacrifice. Afterwads, dis-
cuss: How does Hoffer's analysis fit those who join
groups of the Far Right? of the Far Left?

107. Quote Forster and Epstein on the reasons why the Chris-
tian Anti-Communism Crusade and the Christian Crusade
dropped off some after widespread and critical publicity
about the Far Right in the early 1960's, while the Birch
Society grew. Discuss: On the basis of what you %now
about why people joined the Communist Party, doe This
argument make sk-nse? Why or why not?

108. Have a good student read and tell the class about sever-
al analyses of factors in American life which might help
explain the increasing membership in groups of the Far
Right. Discuss. (For example, discuss the importance
of insecurity about international affairs, etc.) Then
discuss: Do you think these factors will become more or
less important in the years just ahead?

Hoffer, The

Forster and
on the Ri h

Forster ane
on the Rig
Bell, ed.,
ch. 13.

Burlingame
PP. 8-9.
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. Checks on bias and competency of
producers.

S. Checks facts against his own back-
ground of informatTon.

S. Generalizes from data.

. ,

S. Tests hypothesis against data.,

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary of 9eneralizations,
based on insufficient evidence.

G. Compromise is easier where there
is not an ideological perception
of the issues, that is, where the
issues are not moralized and not
seen as related to other issues.

G. .Compromise is more easily achieved
in those political systems in which
there is agreement on questions
touching the fundamental social,
economic, and political institu-
tions.

S. Generalizes from data.

-9/-

3. There lb considerable disagre
the pros and cons of groups o
Right.
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3. There is considerable disagreement about
the pros and cons of groups of the Far
Right.
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109. Show the film Star-Spangled Extremism. Then discuss:
What relationship do the makers of the film see between
the Far Right groups of today and those of ear!ier days
in American history? Do you agree with the film's an-
alysis of the similarities and differences between
groups? Why or why not? Who produced the film? What
point of view does it represent?

.110. Read aloud the Overstreet analysis df similarities and
differences between communism and groups of the Far
Right. Discuss: On the basis of what you have read pp.
thus far, do you agree or disagree with their conclusion?

Star-S an led
m n.

League.
nti

Overstreet an
Strange Tacti

Ill. Return to the hypotheses which pupils set up before they
began their study of the Far Right. Have them discuss
them in the light of evidence collected thus far. Do
they have enough evidence to contradict any of them? to
suppoc any of them? What kinds of studies might they
like tc. -ee done in order to test these hypotheses furth-
er?

Rs.iad aloud and have pupils discuss each of the reasons
cited by the Overstreets for arguing that the Birch So-
ciety helps the international communist movement even
though not purposively. Pis() discuss the effect of the
Far Right groups upon American political traditions and

norms and so on the possibility of compromise.

112. Now hold a summarizing discussion on the question which

weis raised earlier: Do you think that =he Far Right

constitutes a danger to the security of the U.S.? If

Overstreet an
Stran r Tacti
pp.
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A . VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS OF
THOSE ACCT: ED OF CRIMES.

G. Constitutions may contain negative
prohibitions as well et 3rerts of
power and statements of relation-

-99-

III. Civil liberties are essential to a d:
political system; the organization o
the competition in goals, and the abi
pose which democracy presupposes, all
a high degree of personal freedom.

A. Civil liberties in this country a
not absolute. The extent to whi(
in the federal constitution prc
from state interference has be
recent years through changil
by the Supreme Court.
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111. Ci'.11 liberties are. essential to a democratic
political system; 4 organizaticn of majorities,
the competiti,r. IC goals, and the ability to op-
pose which demo racy presupposes, all depend on
a high degree of personal freedom.

A, Civil liberties in this country ar relative,
not absolute, The extent to whi' Alarantees
in the federal constitution prc individuals
from state interfe.-encL has be panding in
recent years through eilangii -pretations
by the Supreme Court.
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not, why not? If so, how much danger and why? At pres-
ent, would you advise restricting their activities at
all? Why or why not? (Use further questions as needed
to help pupils identify the value conflict here.)

113. How much time should be spent on the next section of the
unit, depends upon whether or not pupils have studied
the Minnesota Center's 8th grade and 11th grade
courses. I pupils have not studied these courses,
teachers will oish to use a number of activities, at a
somewhat higher level than those done in the eighth grate

Ask pupils to defirecivil liberties. Then ask: What ex-
amples have you already come across in this unit of re-
striction of civil liberties? What seems to give rise to
such action: Remind pupils that the decision on whether
or not restrictions should be permitted may depend upon
the severity of the problem facing the country (which
they have air ady ,?xamined), upon how important or essen-
tial civil li()ertis are t) our form of government and to
other things we value and which may be important for our
secur;4:y as uell (e.g. education; advancement of science
and technology), on what different measures would do to
civil liberties, and on how successful measures would be
in preserving c3cvrity. We have already studied the
danger o security rind each has assessed the extent of
this da_ger. We not, turn to an assessment of just how
essential civil liberties are to our form of government
and to our security.

114. Review briefly some of 'he basic civil liberties safe-
guarded by our constitution. Briefly discuss the mean-
ing of these rights and ask pupils to cite examples. If
pupils have not studied the 8th grade course, you may
wish to use Form A of the Center's paper on "The Gideon
Case" (with the cover sheet identifyi.ig grade level re-

West, "The Right
The Gideon Case.
Lewis, Gideon's
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ships; that is, they may in democ-
racies prevent majority action on
some subjects or at least slow such
action down.

G. Constitutions change by formal a-
mendment and by changes in custom
and interpretation.

G. The contrast between democratic
and nondemr.cratic political syb-
tams may t looked at as a conflict
in basic uoderiying values.

G. Constitutions must have an ulti-
mate interpreter, since they are
by nature ambiguous and nonspecif-
ic.

G. The separation of powers is built
on an assumption of division of
political functions which cannot
be demostrated easily in reality.
(The law-making function is under-
taken by cli three branches.)
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moved). Some might then read Lewis, Gideon's Trumpet. Dis-
cuss the major questions raised at fREend Cif the study.
(Use this case prior to study of First Amendment cases
because it explains the process by which the federal con-
stitulonal guarantees were extended to protect people
against state action.) I. pupils have studied the 8th
grade course, be sure to review the way In which rights
In the federal constitution have been extended to protect
individuals from state action. Also review the need for
some interpreter Gf thE. Constitution and the way in which
the Supreme Court acquired this power in this cou1.try.
DiscUss: How does the Supreme Court help make law?

115. HaVe pupils break up into groups to discuss case studks
on rights of the accused. Then have reporters from the
different groups report the decisions of their groups.
Hold a general class discussion where the different
groups have come to different conclusions.

i!S. Now have pupils read from a variety of sources about the
rights of accused and how these rights have been inter-
preted. If pupils have not studied the Center's eighth
gracile course, you might use some of the papers prepared

Parker, O'Neil, 4

Civil Liberties,.
Soc. Ed. Mch.,
ca se

Parker, O'Neil,
Civil Liberties,
Papers prepared
Unit in Center's
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Parker, O'Neil, and Econopouly,
Civii'Llberties, ppt 1-28.
Soc. Ed. MICh., 1966 (Mall9Y
Cig7177$

:f

Parker, O'Ne11,:arld EcononpoulY,
Civil Liberties, pp. 29-58.
Papers prepared for Judicial
Unit in Center's 8th grade



A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHT AND
EXPRESSION.

S. Applies previously-learned gener-
alizations.

G. Freedom's relationship to democ-
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the
ability to oppose which democracy
presupposes, all depend on a high
degree of personal freedom.

G. Freedom's relation;hip to democ-
racy is, a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the
ability to oppose which democri-,:y
presupposes, all depend on a high
degree of personal freedom.

-103-

B. A free press and free speech
the organization of majoriti
goals, and the ability to op
tic political system. These
protect procedural safeguard
of crimes. However, free sp
press are dependent in turn
al safeguards.
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B. A free press and free speech are necessary for
the organization of majorities, competition in
goals, and the ability to oppose in a democra-
tic political system. These rights also help
protect procedural safeguards of those accused
of crimes. However, free speech and free
press are dependent in turn upon such procedur-
al safeguards.
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for that course on the rights of those a,:zused of
clklmes. (If so, tear off the cover sheets which indi-
dite the grade level of the materials.)

Discuss the reasons for each of the rights. Also discuss:
Why has the Supreme Court insisted upon the preservati9n
of these rights even when the j tices may have beer c:)n-
vinced of the guilt of the defendents?

11;1. Have pupils read and discuss some of the case studies
dealing with the first amendment cases found in the Free-
dom Agenda pamphlet and in Parker, O'Neil and Econono-
pouly. Per:laps break the class up into buzz groups to
discuss the cases, have reporters from the different
groups report reactions of their groups, and hold a class
discussion of the major issues.

1r(). Discuss: On the basis of what you have learned in ear-
lier social studies courses, how essential do you think
zivil liberties are to our form of government? (Draw up-
on what pupils earned in 8th grade course, in tenth
grade cours,-, and fn study of totalitarian systems in
11th grade.) Is free speech or free press any more im-
portant than safecards for those accused of crimes? Why
or why not?

119. Have pupils read various statements about interpreta-
tions of the first amendment. Discuss: Is free speech
or free press absolute? That is, does a person in this
country have a right to say or write ;anything he wishes
to?

course.

Westin, D
pp. 5-8.
Parker, O'Neil,
Civil Liberties
tu les an t

section

Parker, O'Neil
Civil Libertie
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Studies 6717the Law, part
Five, section A.
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G. Constitutions may contain negative
prohibitions as well as grants of
power and statements of relation-
ships; that is, they may in democ-
racies prevent majority action on
some subjects or at least slow
such action down.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.
SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
POINTS OF VIEW AND INTERPRETATIONS.
VALUES INDEPENDENT THOUGHT.

G. Freedom's relationship to democ-
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities,
the competition in goals, and the
ability to oppose which democracy
presupposes, all depend on a high
degree of personal freedofil.

S. Detects various types of persua-
sion devices.

-105-

C. The degree to which personal fr
affects the amount of criticism
given to government officials a
of information which they can o
veloping policies. Free speech
make it more likely that mistak
vented or corrected in politica
speech and a free press (with p
guards needed to help secure th
Important to the advancement of
eluding scientific and technolo
and so to our national security
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C. The degree to which personal freedom exists
affects the amount of criticism which will be
given to government officials and the amount
of information which they can obtain in de-
veloping policies. Free speech and free press
make it more likely that mistakes can be pre-
vented or corrected in political affairs. Free
speech and a free press (with procedural safe-
guards needed to help secure them) are also
important to the advancement of knowledge, in-
cluding scientific and technological knowledge)
and so to our national security,
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120. Read aloud some quotations from Commager which help ex- Commager, Freed')
plain his insistence upon the "pragmatic necessity for Dissent, ch. 1,
freedom." Discuss: Do you agree or disagree with Com- 57737 18, 22,
mager? Why?

121. Have pupils -end the Incident about the high school sen- Douglas, Freedom
for who was not permitted to deliver his validictory ad- p. 1.
dress in 1962 because of his comments on disarmament.
Then-have pupils discuss the pros and cons of,preveniting
'him from making this spee0.

122. Read aloud some recent quotation about the reaction of
some people to the Idea of having college students de-
bate some controbersial question such as one about Viet
Nam. Tell the pupils briefly about the controvery in

For the 1954 con
Time, Nov. 29, 1
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A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

A. IS COMMITTED TO A FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND
DATA. SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIF-
FERENT POINTS OF VIEW AND INTER -
PRETAT I OtIS.

S. Sets up hypotheses about conse-
quences of alternative courses,of
action.

-107-

IV. Many measures have been tried to
and prevent sabatoge and espionag
sures vary ooth in the degree to
civil liberties and in their effe
combatting subversion.
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IV. Many measures have been tried to curb subversives
and prevent sabatoge and espionage. These mea-
sures vary both in the degree to which they limit
civil liberties and in their effectiveness in
combatting subversion.
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1954 over the debate issue of that year on whether or not
we should recognize Red China. Discuss: Should debates
over such questions of foreign ,,olicy be restricted? Why
or why not? ;that value conflict is involved in this ques-
tion? What may be the effects on foreign policy makers
if debate is limited?

123. Have pupils read "Challenging the Status Quo" in the pam- Douglas, F
phlet on Freedom of the Mind. Afterwards discuss: How pp. 31-3
important is freedom of speech and press to democracy?
to science? to education?

124. Read aloud brief quotations from people on the importance
of civil liberties in this country. (e.g. William Allen
White: "Liberty is the only thing you cannot have unless
you are willing to give it to others." Elmer Davis:"This
republic was not established by cowards; and cowards will
not preserve it."; Raymond F. Fosdick: "In our concern
over what communism may do to democracy we have overlooked
the danger of what we ourselves may do to democracy under
the stimulus of fear." Discuss: What do you think these
people mean? What do they fear? Do you agree or disagree
with them? why?

125. Remind pupils that after they studied the communist party
in this country, they made suggestions about what might
be done to reduce commnist strength or the threat from
communism in this coutitry. Return to the list pupils made
at that time. Do pupils wish to add other possible courses
of action to preserve American security from internal
threats from both the Far Left and the Far P.,ght? Do they
wish to add any other possible results from following each
course of action? (If pupils have not listed some of im-
portant measures suggested or tr:ed, you may wish to tell
them that certain courses of action had been proposed or
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A. VALUES OBJECTIVITY AND DESIRES TO
KEEP HIS VALUES FROM AFFECTING HIS
INTERPRETATION OF THE EVIDENCE.

S. Works effectively with others? (Ac-
cepts his share of responiTbility
for the work of-a group.;aci-
pates actively witElYtifThlfilLto
dominate.)
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tried. Have the class try to figure out possible ef-
fects of following each course of action.)

Now tell the class that they are to begin a more thorough
study of possible courses of action. They should try to
decide whether the evidence they gather supports or con-
tradicts the eHects which they have predicted. They
should also try to decide at the end of their stody wheth-
er or not they think changes should be made in the kinds
of measures now being used and whether or not new measures
should be followed. Perhaps give pupils a list of ques-
tions to keep in mind as they study this section of the
unit.

126. If pupils selected individual and small group projects
for the entire unit during the introductory phase of the
unit, remind them of the tentative schedule for reports
and panels or revise the schedule if it seems wise at
this puiNt.

If pupils did not select activities to do on this sec-
tion, take time to go over a proposed list, let them add
to the list, and then have them turn in their first three
choices. Make the final assignments the next day and
give them a tentative schedule of the days on which pro-
jects are due.

127. Give pupils a chance to read in class for a few days so
that they can prepare their panels and reports and other
activities on the different measures used against subver-
sibn. At times interrupt the reading toward the end of
the hour or at the beginning of the hour by doing one or
more of the following:



S. Checks on the bias and competency
draitTors.

S. Uses Book Review Digest.

S. Uses specialized references to
check on authors.
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a. Let pupils meet in groups if they are working on pan-
e1s or symposiums, etc. in order to check on progress
of members and plan next steps. They will also need
to meet briefly before reading even begins in order to
plan what they will do. Ask these groups for progress
reports every day or so.

b. Review with pupils the need for evaluating their
sources of information. Do this by asking pupils what
they have found thus far in their reading about possible
bias of authors. What indications do they have for
this bias? I%t another time ask pupils what they have
found out about the competency of the authors of the
materials they are reading. Discuss briefly some of
the factors related to competency which have shown up
in these books.

c. Bring in a copy of the Book Review Digest and shoe pu- A copy o
pits what they can find out about their books in dif-
ferent editions of this reference work. Then have all
pupils look up reviews of the book they are reading
and write a brief statement about whether or no: they
agree with the summary from a review presented in the
Book Review Digest. They should also indicate differ-
encesr found in the reviews one which point of view
they agree with if there are differences. If there
are no differences, do pupils agree with the general
assessment of the book by reviewers?

J. Once again bring to class reference works on authors
and let several pupils check on the authors of their
books and tell the class what they have found out
aboilit them.

128. Point OlJt to the class that there have been several oc-
casions in American history prior to the worry about sub-
versives following World War II when the American people
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. pupils meet in groups if they are working on pan-
or symposiums, etc. In order to check on progress

members and plan next steps. They will also need
meet briefly before reading even begins in order to
an what they will do. Ask these groups for progress
ports every day or so.
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G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
gle with the outside tend to be in-
tolerant within. They tolerate few
departures from group norms.

G. Countries are more intollerant of
those .considered- subversives in
times of crisis and threats from
abroad than during times when they
face no such threats..

G. t law or policy must be effectuat-
ed and applied; in that process
the whole decision-making and In-
fluence process goes on again.
(Enforcing officers must decide
how, when, and with what degree of
stringency to enforce legal restric-
tions.)

G. Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values and the
perceptions of the persons making
the decision.

G. The decision-maker reacts to pres-
sures from other decision-makers as
well as from the outside.

A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHTAND EX-
PRESSION.
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A. The federal and state governme
to curb subversion In times of
long before the communist thre
parent after World War II.

1. The Alien and Sedition Acts
of restricting free speech
the undeclared war with Fra
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A. The federal and state governments have acted
to curb subversion in times of past danger,
long before the communist threat became ap-
parent after World War 11.

1. The Alien and Sedition Acts had the effect
of restricting free speech and press during
the undeclared war with France in 1798.
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be,-ame worried about possible subversives and took ac-
t:on against them. It is important to look at some of
these kinds of actions and their effects in order to an-
alyze some of the types of action taken after World War
li against Communists and other subversive groups.

Review with pupils what they learned in American history
about the Alien and Sedition Acts. Or if they did not
study these acts in an earlier grade, have a pupil dive
a report on what led to their passage and )4 they ,,ere
interpreted. Discuss the importance of enforcement of-
ficials and factors affecting their decision-making.

Miller, Cri
Biddle, rEg
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A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS FOR
THOSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
gle with the outside tend to be in-
tolerant within. They tolerate few
departures from group norms.

G. Countries are more intollerant of
those considered subversives in
times of crisis and threats from
abroad than during times when they
face no such threats.
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2. During the Civil War the federal government
used a government loyalty program, loyalty
oaths, and congressional investigating com-
mittees in addition to the better known
suspension of habeas corpus and trial by
military courts.

3. During World War I, the federal government
passed the Sedition and Espionage Acts;
state governments also passed acts to pun-
ish possible subversives.

4. Following World War 1, the Red Scare led to
a number of repressive measures and exten-
sive arrests without warrants of those sus-
pected of being communists.
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129, Review what pupils lewned about civil liberties during
the Civil War. Or if pupils did not study the Center's
course for that level, have them read about civil liber-
ties during the Civil War. Again they should note the
role of those who enforce decisions and factors influenc-
ing their decisions. Discuss: Did these measures prove
effective in combating, subversion? To what degree did
they interfere with civil liberties?

130. Have a pupil prepare a bulletin board display on some of
the extremes to which individuals and government went
during World War 1 in trying to fight German sympathiars.

131. Have a pupil present a report on Civil Liberties in
World War 1. Once more have pupils note influences on
those who made decisions as to how to interpret and
carry out laws. Briefly analyze some of the Supreme
Court cases arising out of the law. Also discuss: Did
these measures prove effective in combatting subversion?
To what degree did they interfere with civil liberties?

132. Hive several pupils present a paneldiscussicn on the Red
Scare after World War I. Discuss: Were the methods
used in this fight against communism justified? What
`actors affected Palmer's decision? Did the measures
prove an effective way of reducing communist strength
in the U.S.?

Hvman,
Battle:Weyl, Bat-

West, "Civil
ing the Civil

Chafee, Free
Fear of Freed.
54-b9, 10f-04;
Against Dislo

See procedure

Murray, Red S
pecially
Chafee, Free
Fear of Freed
Yesterday,
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54-0, 102-04; Weyl, Battle
Against Disloyalty, egr7-7=8.
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G. A law or policy must be effectuat-
ed and applied; in that process
the whole decision-making ard in-
fluence process goes on again.
(Enforcing officers must decide
how, when, and with what degree of
stringency to enforce lagal restric-
tixis.)

G. Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values and the
perceptions of the persons making
the decision.

.G. The decision-maker reacts to pres-
sures from other decision-makers
as well as from the outside.

S. Generalizes from data.

G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
cie with the outside tend to be in-
tolerant within: They tolerate
few departures from group norms.

G. Countries are more intollerant of
those considered subversives in
times of crisis and threats from
abroad than during times when they
face no such threats.

N. TREATS PEOPLE AS INDIVIDUALS, NOT
AS MEMBERS OF A PARTICULAR GROUP.

-117-

5. During World Wars I and I:
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5. During World Wars I and II the F3I attempted
to identify subversives are uncover espion-
age and sabatoge plots.

6. During World War II the federal government
moved thousands of those of Japanese de-
cent into relocation camps, without trials,
as P means of preventing possible sabatoge
and espionage on the West Coast.
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133. Have a pupil give a report on the work of the FBI during
World Wars I and I I. Discuss: How did the procedures
used by the FBI in these cases differ from those used
during the Red Scare?

134. Show the film The Constitution and Military Power. This
film deals with a person of Japanese descent who was
ordered to a relocation camp. (The case is that of
Korematsu v. Uniteid States.) Stop the film before it
tells what happened in the case;call for volunteers to
serve as the justices making the decision and ask them
to role-play their discussion of what the decision should
be. Then resume the showing of the film so that pupils
can see how the case was actually decided.

e.g. Weyl, B
Disloyalty,
Barth, Loyali

The Constitu
Mary Power.
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A. yaws PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS FOR
THOSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

G. Groups engaged in continued strug-
gle with the outside tend to be in-
tolerant within. They tolerate
few departures from group norms.

G. Countries are more intollerant of
those considered subversives in
times of crisis and threats from
abroad than during times when they
face ro such threats.

G. The decision-maker reacts to pres-
sures from other decision-makers
as well as to pressures from the
outside (such as public opinion
and interest groups).

It t

S. Considers ,possible alternative B. Since the beginning of th
courses of action by examining con- munist countries, both st
sequences of each and checking ernments have acted to try
these consequences against goals
(values).
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B. Since the beginning of the Cold War with com-
munist countries, both state and federal gov-
ernments have acted to try to curb subversives.
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i..;;5. Invite a Japanese AmerIcan who was relocated during
World War II Lo tell the class about his experiences
and his reactions to them.

136. Have a pup!1 draw several car.c.ans showing different
points of view about the Japanese relocation measure.

137. Discuss: On the Pas'; of wl-at you have found so far,
what tends to happen to the ,r.terpretatio, of laws to
prevent subversion during times of great emergency and
of fear and frustration? How effective were the dif-
ferent measures in combatting subversion?

138. Hay a pupil prepare a series of cartoons representing
different viewpo'nts toward any one of the measures used
to right subversion.



A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.
SEARCHES ACTIVELY FOR DIFFERENT
POINTS OF VIEII AND INTERPRETATIONS.

G. Groups engaged in continued con -
rlict the outside tend to be
intolerant within. They tolerate
few departures from group norms.

S. Looks for relationships among
events.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS.

G. The community demands order and sta-
bility -- goals which may be incom-
patible with the demandiof indiv-
iduals.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Sets up hypotheses about consequen-
cgs oTaaternative courses of action.
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1. The FBI has continued and expanded Its op-
erations in investigating communists and
communist sympathizers and cc ..ain Far
Right groups in order to identify possible
dangerous elements as well to prevent
espionage and sabatoge. it has also been
given the job of investigating government
workers and applicants for government jobs.

2. The federal loyalty and security programs
have tried to screen out communists and
others who might be security risks. Some
Mates and local governments have estab-
lished their own forms of loyalty programs.
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139. Have a pupil prepare a timeline to show international
crises since World War II. Place it on the bulletin
board or above the chalkbclard. As pupils examine par-
ticular vases or laws or investigations, etc, have them
look to see what was happening in international affairs
at that time. Do they see any relationships among these
events and international affairs?

140. Invite a local FBI man to class to discuss the role of
the FBI in trying to identify communists and other pos-
sible dangerous elements in this country. He should
describe the techniques used, the groups investigated,
and the precautions taken to safeguard individual rights.

141. Have a pupil give a report on the work of the FBI since
World War II in both: (a) fighting communists and es-
pionage rings, and (b) collecting information about such
groups as the Ku Klux Klan and civil rights violence.

11:2. Give pupils a brief summary of the evolution of the loy- "Selected,

alty-security program of the federal government. Indicate
original provisions and changes which were made in the
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G. The community demands order and sta-
bility--goals which mu be incompat-
ible with the demands of individuals.

G. The contrast between (ew):ratic and
non-democratic political sy..A.es may
be looked at as a conflict in basic
underlying values.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is a close and obvious one.

G. The community demands order and sta-
bility--goals which ma be incompat-
ible with the demands of individuals.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic politicalsystems may
be looked at as a conflict 7n basic
underlying values.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is, a close and obvious one.

S. Defines problem bx isolating basic
Issues and identiqing,values and
factual questions which need inves-
tigatincts.

IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

Moreover, security progr
tended to some Industrie
those with government co
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early years of the program. Discuss: What do you think
the purposes are of such a program? How effective do you
think this program would prove to be? What possible dis-
advantages might this program have?

143. Show the film National Security vs. Individual Rights.
This film deals with the security case or Radulovich:
Discuss: Do you think Radulovich was a security risk?
If you had ueen the person making the decision, what
decision would you have made in this case? What factors
do you think were at work in the first place in bringing
about the original decision? Whnt effect do you think
Morrow's See'lt Now program might have on the case?

144, Break the class into small groups to discuss a variety
of real or hypothetical cases related to the loyalty-
security program. Have pupils read the cases and then
discuss the questions Cflch follow them.

After the groups have discussed the cases, bring the
class together again. Let a reporter from one group
present that group's reactions to a particular case.
If other groups disagreed or if there are strong minor-
ity reports from groups, hold a general class discussion
on the case. Then go onto the other cases, letting a
reporter from a different group present an opinion for
each case. Have pupils identify the value conflicts in-
volved in each case and the factual questions which are
raised by arguments introduced in the support, of each
position. (If the class discusses the case of Congress-
man X in "Security Cases for Discussion," explain after-
wards that the case was built around the career of
Senator Joseph McCarthy who was one of the chief con-
gressional investigators during the early 1950's.)

Film: N
indIvIdu

Westin, 0
pp. 15-1
"Security
cussion.
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G. The community denands order and sta-
bility--goals ,Thich may be incompat-
ible with the dcmands of individuals.

G. The contrast Jetucen democratic and
non - democratic political systems may
be looked at as J conflict in basic
underlying values.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS FOR
THOSE ACCUSED OF CRIMES.

A, IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

G. The cohmunity demands order and sta-
bility--goals which may be incompat-
ible with the demands of individuals.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems may
be looked at as a conflict in basic
underlying values.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy,
is a close and obvious one.

Checks on the completeness of daSa
5701Twary o; reneralizations based
on Insufficient evidence.

a) Rejects uholc-part arguments and
insists upon i'urther data.

b) Rejects post hoc arguments; looks
. for another factor which may have

caused the later event.
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145. Hqve a pupil give a report on the Abraham Chasanow case. Lewi!., "Wh
He should stop before he tells what the outcome was and Victim of
let pupils discuss what they think should have been done. Reporter,
Then have the pupil report the outcome of the case. 17; Lewis,

Report," R
1955.

14C. Read aloud some of he "Ten Commandments for Pure Conduct Harper, Nov
of Government Employees" which Thurman Arnold proposed in 63.
1948 as a result of some of the government loyalty cases
with which he wes acquainted. Discuss: Why might people
worry about the loyalty program as a means of fighting
communism if Arnold's list is fair?

;47. Give pupils an exercise in which they must analyze the See Appendi
logic (particularly fallacies related to whole-part think-
ing and to post hoc thinking) in relationship_ to loynity-
security investigations of government employees. Discuss
the exercise in class.
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17: Lewis, "Security: Interim
Report," Reporter, Sept. 8,
1955.

Harper, Nov., 1948, pp. 61-
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S. Defines roble by identifying values
TriVo ved.

G. The community demands order and sta-
bility -- goals which max be incom-
patible with the demands of indivi-
duals.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political sy-'ems may
be looked at as a conflict ,n basic
underlying values.

S Adjusts reading rate to purpose in
reading and to type of material read.

S. Reads for details.
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14C. Have a pupil give an oral report on the Dr. Condon case.
Discuss: Do you think it was in the interests of the
security of this country to decide the case in this way?
Why or why not? What value conflicts were involved in
this case?

11;(2,. Have several pupils who are interested in science investi-
gate the Oppenheimer case and present a panel discussion
on the question: Did the Board's action in declaring Op-
penheimer a security risk increase our national security?
(Tell the class about the award made to Oppenheimer by
President Johnson.) Afterwards, have the class analyze ihe
value conflicts involved in the case.

Have a group of students interview a local university
physicist on the current scientific regulations designed
to preserve security and on his reactions to them.

Biddle, Fe
pp. 226-23
ington Wit
Stripling,
America; C
tee on Un-i
pp. 01-15

Curtis,
Strout, Co
and Securi
Dr. J. Rob
Life, i{ch.
347:

151. Have several pupils examine the program for security in our Yarmolinsk
armed forces. They should look at the oaths that inductees Personal
must sign and at some of the cases which arose under the
security program. They should also investigate what has
happemd recently in connection with this program. Has
it changed at all since the early 1950's? Then have the
pupils present a panel discussion on the basis of their
findings.

152. Point out that states and local governments and even indu
try have set up 'heir own security prgrams. Then give p
pi's. a ccpy of "Lases related to the Security Programs" 0,
the federal, local and state governments, industrial secur-
ity programs, and the right to practice law and medicine
in different states. Discuss purpose in reading these cases.

ases Rel
rograms.
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ent a panel discussion ( 1 the basis of their

at states and local governments and even indus- "Cases Related to the Security
t up their own security prgrams. Then give pu- Programs.'
of "Cases related to the Security Prngrams" of

, local and state governments, industrial secur-
is, and the right to practice law and medicine
t states. Discuss purpose in reading these cases.
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G. Constitutions may cntain negative
prohibitions as well as grants of
power and statements of relation-
ships; that is, they may in democ-
racies prevent majority action on
some subjects.

G. Government action may help inemse
as well as restrict individual
rights.

G. The separation of powers is built
on an assumption and division of
political functions which cannot
be demonstrate(' easily in reality.
(The law-making function is under-
taken by all three branches.)

G. Freedom's relationship to democrac:
is a close and obvious one.

G. Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values, the
perceptions, and the experiences
of the person making the decision.

G. Even those courts appointed for
life are not free from the all-per-
vasive pressures of public opinio',
widely held values and beliefs, and

other poliCcal pressures.

I. HAS A REASONED LOYALTY TO THE U.S.

A. VALtmS PROCEDURAL SAFEGUAR(S.
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(Note need to read for details.) How should pupils ad-
just reading rate to such a purpose? Have pupils read
through these cases and discuss them one by one at first.
Then you might group some of the briefer statement; whtch
relate to the same kind of question. (O break the class
into groups to read and discuss groups of cases and have
reporters tell the class about the effects of the cases
upon the loyalty-security program.) Have pupils discuss
whether or not they think the decision in acase was cor-
rect.

Discuss On the basis of these cases, have you changed
your minu at all about the effectiveness of the govern-
ment loyalty-security program or don't you think that
these cases help decide that question? Have you changed
your mind at X11 about the possible disadvantages of such
a program? (Or have you changed your mind at all about
how this program or similar programs in state and local
governments might affect civil rights?) What function
was the Supreme Court carrying out in deciding these cases?
How -n you account for what seems like a change in posi-
tion the Court?
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h. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIBILITY
FOR KEEPING INFORMED ABOUT CUR-
PEWT PROBLEMS.

S. Defines problem by isolating basic
issues and identifying assumptions,
values involved, and factual ques-
tions which need investigating.

A. HAS A REASONED LOYALTY TO THE U.S.
AND DESIRES TO MAKE IT AN EVER
BETTER PLACE IN WHICH TO LIVE.

S, Having determined the causes of a
social problem, scrutizes,possihl,
constquences, of alternative courses
of action evaluates them in the
light of basic values gists argu-
ments for cnd against each proposal,
and selects the course of action
which seems most likely to prove
helpful in achieving the desired

52!1.
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153. Have a pupil give a report on the Otepka case and re-
cent developments in the security program.

Use Reader's
clippings, (e.
Tribune, June
p. 15A.)

154. Have a group of pupils prepare a panel discussion on the
pros and cons of the government loyalty-security program
at the federal level. Or have several puoils prepare one
chart on the pros and cons of the security program and
another on possible changes in the program. Discuss in
class: Would you agree that these changes would be wise?
Why or why not?

155. Set up a loyalty-review board in class to review the loyal- Commager, Fre
ty of some of the students in the class to the school.Have Dissent, cE
several other students bring mock charges against certain
students for disloyalty. The beard should role-play a dis-
cussion of whether or not such charges indicate disloyalty
to the school. Such role-playing should help pupils under-
stand the difficulty of defining loyalty.

Now discuss: ffiat do we mean by loyalty to the U.S.? Read
aloud quotation; from Conmager on what constitutes loyalty.
Do pupils agree or Cisagree? Why?

156. have each pupil write an editorial on his reactions to
the government loyalty-security program. He should eval-
iate the program in terms of his position on the value
zonflict involved and his conclusions on the factual ques-
tions related t' the effectiveness of the program in achiev-
ing desiredonds and the effect on civil liberties.
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1 give a report on the Otepka case and re-
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3. Loyalty oaths have been used widely by
federal, state, and local governments to
screen out potential security risks.

4. Congressional and state legislative commit-
tees have carried on investigations to
gather information about the need for leg-
ic.lation, to put pressure on the administra-
tion for stricter security measures, to
arouse public opinion, and at times to
punish individuals through publicity.
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157. Show the ;-ilm The Challenge which deals with a bus driver
who was fired For refusal to sign a loyalty oath. The
film shows a PTA meeting discussing the question but does
not come to a decision. Ask the class members to assume
the roles or PTA members and try to reach a decision.
Discuss: /hot factual questions are involved in making
such a decision?

158. Remind pupils of the use of loyalty oaths in the Civil
War and in some of the cases examined thus far. Now
have twc pupils debate the use of loyalty oaths to
fight subversion.

1.9. Have a pupil prepare a bulletin board display, using
clippings, on any current congressional investigation
related to subversion.

160. Have pupils read about and discuss any recent congres-
sional investigation related to subversion.

Film, The C
distru ute

e.g. Dougla
Mind, pp. 2
;7Freedom,
153; Gerhor
version; Ch
OTCM-IirtY;
ties, May,
MRTiFallin
Oie, Others
"Medicare 0
Civil Liber
pp.
Nov., 1951.
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rilm The Challenge which deals with a bus driver
ired For refusal to sign a loyalty oath. The

;s a PTA meeting discussing the question but does
to a decision. Ask the class members to assume
of PTA members and try to reach a decision.
that factual questions are involved in making

:vision?

!pHs of the use of loyalty oaths in the Civil
n some of the cases examined thus far. Now
pupils debate the use of loyalty oaths to
,version.

pil prepare a bulletin board display, using
, on any current congressIohal investigation

su'Jw..rsion.

Is read about and discuss any recen* congres-
vcstigation related to subversion.

Film, The Challenge, 28 min.,
distrubuted by AFL-C10.

e.g. Douglas, Freedom of the
Mind, pp. 21-237M711e, Fear
7Freedom, pp. 14-15, 150-
153; Gelhorn, States and Sub-
version; Chaffee, Blessings
6TCiFirty; ACLU, Civil Liber-
Tes, May, 1967, "Loya ty
TirtFiFalling Faster, 3 More
Die, Others Marked," p..3;
"Medicare Oath Downed," ACLU
Civil Liberties, Dec., 1966,
57T7 6; Social Education,
Nov., 1951.
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S. Defines problem by isolating basic
issues and identifying values in-

G. The separation of powers is built
on an assumption of a division of
political functions which cannot
be demonstrated in reality.

G. The separation of powers is built
on an assumption of a division of
political functions which cannot
be demonstrated in reality.

G. A law Dr policy must we effecuated
and applied; in that process the
wnole decision-making and influence
process goes on again.

A. VALUES PROCEDURAL SAFEGUARDS FOR
THE ACCUSED.
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1(A. Divide the class up into groups to discuss case number
one on investigating committees from Westin's pamphlet.
Then call on a reporter from one of the groups to pre-
sent his group's conclusions about the case. If report-
ers from the other groups disagree, hold a general class
discussion oF the major issue in the case which concerns
the eight of the committee to investigate the views of a
professor at a private college.

Now have a pupil give a report on the purposes of con-
gressional investigating committees.

162. Have several pupils present a combination symposium-pan-
el discussion on the pros and cons of congressional in-

vestigations into subversion.

Or have them prepare a large wall chart summarizing the
pros and cons of congressional investigations related
to subversion. They should then elaborate upon the
points in class.

Westin, Discu
pp. 11-12.

Taylor, Grand
Barth, Gov't.
tion.

Taylor, Grand
Loyalty of Fr
Gov't. by Inv
bloom, Am. Se
dom, pp. 56-6
Committees on
Activities; S
Plot Against
Battle Agains
Andrews, Wash
Hunt, chs. 3-
(7rreedom,
RUTWWeTe 8
Buckley and B
and His Enemi
Where We Came
e nvestig
Congress; Man
Setting of In
176.
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oF the major issue in the case which concerns
of the committee to investigate the views of a
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.al pupils present a combination symposium-pan-
ion on the pros and cons of congressional in-
ns into subversion_

em prepare a large wall chart summarizing the
ons of congressional investigations related
ion. They should then elaborate upon the
class.

Westin, Discussion Cases,
pp. 11-12.

Taylor, Grand Inquest;
Barth, Gov't. by Investiga-
tion.

Taylor, Grand Inquest; Barth,
Loyalty of Free Men; Barth,
agY12/_ILIY2ELIARLLII; Gold-
EcT3c3m:Am:Security and Free-
dom, pp. 56-62; Carr, House
Committees on Un-American
Activities; Stripling, Red
Plot Against America; Weyl,
Battle Against Disloyalty;
Andrews, Washington Witch-
hunt, chs. 3-4; Thomas, Test
of Freedom, ch. 8; Davis,
But Born Free, ch. 1;

Buckley and Bozell, McCarthy
and His Enemies; Wechsler,
Where We Came Out; Johnson,
ed., Investigating Powers cf
Congress; Mandlebaum, Social
Setting_ of intolerance, pp. 130 -
176.
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S. Checks on the bias and competency
of witnesses, authors, and_produc-
ers of material.

S. Looks for points of agreement and.
disagreement among witnesses, auth-
ors, and producers of information.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is war of enerallzations
base on insut icient evr ence.

S. Checks on the competency of wit-
nesses.
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163. One of the best-known court cases arising out of congres-
sional investigations was the Hiss case. Have a pupil
read two or more of the books written about Hiss. He
should write a paper on the case, e-aluate the books in
terms of bias and competency and completeness of data,
and note particularly pertinent differences and similar-
ities in the books. He might also make a report to class.
Or several pupils might read different books on the Hiss
case and present a panel discussion about the case. They
should be sure to compare the books as sources of infor-
mation.

De Toledano
of Treason;
Jowitt, "die
Alger Hiss;
of public 0
erat ion

rises.

1C4. Another Famous case arising out of investigations was the Weyl, Battl
Owen Lattimore case. Have several pupils present a panel tx; Lattimo
discussion on this case. They should discuss the assUmp- `sander; Mc
tions and arguments used in the case, and they should also isti17Tge Fi
discuss their sources of information. Be sure to analyze Buckley an
in class the reasons for Judge /ligdahl's decision to dis- and His En
miss the main charges against Lattimore.

165. if pupils have not studied the Centerts program in the Film: Fidel
junior high school, you may wish to use some kind of dem- State Un v.
onstration to show problems in accuracy of testimony.
For example, show the film Fidelity of Report, stop it
after it shows the robbery for the first time ask pupils
to answer a series of questions about details of the rob-
bery and then show the rest of the film mhich repeats the
crime. Discuss: How accurate were you as witnesses? Do
you think that you were more or less accurate than a real
witness might be? Why?

One or two weeks later, repeat the test on the facts of
the robbery and check to see how much has been iorgotten
in only tho: longth of time. Discuss: How many of these
facts do you think you would remember after seven years?
Would you be more likely to remember facts in which you
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De Toledano and Lasky, Seeds
of Treason; Chambers, Witness;
Jowitt, Strange Ca;7-7--
Alger Hiss; Hiss, In the Court
c7 Public Opinion; Cooke, Gen-
eration on Trial; Stripling,
Red Plot Against America; Nixon,
Six Crises.

mous case arising out of investigations was the Weyl, Battle Against Disloyal-
-lore case. Have several pupils present a panel ty; Lattimore, Ordeal by
on this case. They should discuss the assump- $lander; McCarthy, McCarthy-
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ain charges against Lattimore.
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G. The community demands order and
stability -- goals which Ian be In-
enmpatible with the demands of in-
dkiduals.

S. Identifies assumptions.

S. Checks on the completeness of data.
Rejects whole-_part, all-none, post-

hoc arquementk)

G. The means used may interfere with
the achievement of ends.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems
may be looked at .s a conflict !rt

basic underlying values.

S. Interprets cartouns.

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.
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knew a crime had been committed or facts about circum-
stances in which you were not thinking about a crime?
Now discuss t' 1 implications for court cases and congres-
sional investigating committees. Ask: How do these com-
mittees get around the statute of limitations?

166. Play a recording of some of the investigations conduct-
ed by congressional committees. Have pupils analyze the
material in terms of effects on civil liberties am up-
on achieving the goal of combatting subversion. Also
have them analyze the logic and assumptions of members
of the committee.

167. Give pupils a series of scrambled quotations from com -
munists, some investigators and some far right groups
about the ends justifying the means. Have pupils try to
identify the statements made by communists. Then ident-
ify the statements with the authors. Discuss: Do you
think that the means used by communists should be used
to fight communism? Why or why not?

168. Project some of the cartoons which have appeared in sup-
port of or critical of congressional investigating com-
mittees. Have pupils analyze them in terms of the main
idea presented, the techniques used to present this idea,
etg.

Recordin
on Un-Am

an ra
Folkways

See Appen

169. Have several pupils read different books about Senator Buckley a
Joseph McCarthy and present a combination symposium-pan- and His E
el or the question: Did McCarthy do more harm or more an ay
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a crime had been committed or facts about circum-
:es in which you were not thinking about a crime?
iscuss the implications for court cases and congres-
:1 investigating committees. Ask: How do these com-
es get around the statute of limitations?

a recording of some of the investigations conduct-
, convessional committees. Have pupils analyze the
ial in terms of effects on civil liberties and up-
hieving the goal of combatting subversion. Also
them analyze the logic and assumptions of members
e committee.

pupils a series of scrambled quotations from com -
ts, some investigators and some far right groups
the ends justifying the means. Have pupils try to
ify the statements made by communists. Then .dent-
he statements with the authors. Discuss: Do you
that the means used by communists should be used
ght communism? Why or why not?

ct some of the cartoons which have appeared in sup-
of or critical of congressional investigating com-
es. Have pupils enalyze them in terms of the main
presented, the techniques used to present this idea,

several pupils read different books about Senator
h McCarthy and present a combination symposium-pan-
the question: Did McCarthy do more harm or more

Recordings: House Committee
on Un-American Activities
(San Francisco, May, 1960),
Folkways; Witness, Riverside.

See Appendix.

Buckley and Bozell, McCarthy,
and His Enemies; Anderson
and May,_MrCarthy, The Man,



S. Generalizes from data.

G. Individuals know the political sys-
tem as a set of images and pictures
created for them by communicators;
they react to these images rathe.
than to the real world and real peo-
ple.

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors.

S. Identifies and examine.; assumptions
to decide whetoer ne-carrinxerr----
them.

S. Recognizes differences in difficul-
ty ot proving statements. (Distin-vP
and value judgments.)

S. Looks for points of agreement and
TilTsreement among witnesses, auth-
ors, and producers ot information.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary ot generaiizations based
on insutticient evidence.



good in his Tight against communism?

170. Give pupils a copy A, of McCarthy's speeches and
have them ana:yze i in terms of basic assumptions, per-
suasion devices, logicaT arguments, evidence presented,
completeness of data, etc. Let several students check
sources from which McCarthy quoted or give pupils an in-
alysis made by someone else of such sources.

Discuss: ,That made McCartWs speeches so persuasive
with manv people? On you think that he was justified
in the techniques that he used in trying to achieve his
ends? Why or why not?

The Senator
Carthy, McC-
Fi ht for n

enator Joe
ere e Can

Manse aum,
of Int3lerar
DT-Antonio
or Order; Li-,

Contr.:.v. rs

"Selected Re
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his [ight against communism?

ils a copy of McCarthy's speeches and
m analyze i . In terms of basic assumptions, per-
devices, log)cal arguments, evidence prest2nted,
ness of data, etc. Let several students check
from which McCarthy quoted or give pupils an an-
ide by someone else of such sources.

',That made McCarth's speeches so persuasive
y people? Do you think that he was justified
echniques that he used in trying to achieve his
y or why not?

The Senator, the "ism "; Mc-
Carthy, McCarthyism, the
Fight for America; Rovere,
Senator Joe McCarthy; Wechsler,
Where We Came Out, parts 2-3;
Mandelbaum, The Social Setting
of Intolerance, pp. 130-176;
De Antonio and Talbot, Point
of Order; Latham, Communist
Contrv.rsy in Washington.

"Selected Readings."



Detects various tees of peruasior
devices. (identifies card-st5E771-q
EV-quoting out of context,

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION.

G. Individuals know the political sys-
tem as a set of images and pictures
created for them by communicators;
they react to these images rather
than to the real world and real peo-
ple.

S. Checks on the bias and competency
of authors.

Identifies and examines assumptions
to decide wnethur he can accept

- Recognizes di:-Ferences in difficul-
ty of proving statements. (Distin-
uishes betwukl "r)c77TFITZTences,
ano va ue ju g,unts.)

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among witnesses, auth-
ors, and producers of information.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and is wary oC" generalizations based
on insufficient evidence.
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171. Or play a recording of one of McCarthyt speeches and have
pupils analyze the speech f ')r what is said, evidence pre-
sented, assumptions, persuasion devices used, etc. Dis-
cuss difference in listening to evaluate and listening
for main ideas.

Now either give pupils some of the actual statements to
which McCarthy refers as his evidence or have pupils look
up the references which he cites. Does the evidence sup-
port McCarthy's interpretation of it? Was McCarthy just-
;fled in using such statements to fight communism? Why
Jr why not?
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S. Detects various types of persua-
sion devices. (Identifies card-
iTiairT(75y quoting out ofEUFfext.)

S. Rejects whole -part arguments.

IS SCEPTICAL OF SINGLE-FACTOR
THEORIES OF CAUSATION.

s Listens to evaluate what he hears.

S. Checks on sofciatalecones.

quotinc of-context.)

e Distinguishes Intween relevant and
irrelevant inFormation and notes
whether that which Is relevant sup-
orts or contradicts the idea to
which it is re ate

S. Rejects whole-part arguments and
insists upon further data.

S. Identifies and examines assumptions
to decide whether he can accept
them.
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17/. ;,sk all to write an editorial on the question:
Doe!, the U.S. need to fear Soviet power? NovJ take sev-
eral of these editorials and type them up with certain .

words and phrases omitted or type up certain sentences
out of context in such a way as to modify the meaning.
Project or read them aloud to class, citing author's
13me. When he objects, ask him if he didn't say this in
his p-per. Discuss such use of quoting out of context
for tt purpose of combatting subversion.

'73. Have several pupils dramatize sections from famous con-
gressional lArarings such as that of Bishop Oxnam cc James
W-echsler. Or have all members of the class read excerpts
from the transzript of such a Flooring.

Discuss the kinds of questions asked and the logic. af the

arguments used.

"Selected-Readings."
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S. Adjusts reading rate to purpose
for reading.

S. Reads for details.

G. Constitutions may conta'n negative
prohibitions as well as grants of
power and statements of relation-
ships; that is, they may in democ-
racies prevent majority action on
some subjects or at least slow
action down.

G. Government action may help increase
as well as restrict individual
rights.

G. Constitutions must have an ultimate
interpreter, since they are by na-
ture ambiguous and nonspecific.

f. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS

S. Checks on the bias and competency.
of authors. Noes whether the
author would be hurt by an oppo-
site report.)
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174. Break the class up into buzz groups to discuss the sec-
ond case in Wcstin on concressional investigating com-
mittees. Afterwards hold a general class discussion if
the groups arrive at different conclusions.

Westin, Discus
pp. 12-1

17f,. Point out to the class that a number of witnesses have West, "Cases R
refused to answer questions before the congressional com- fusel to Answe
mittees or grand juries. What did McCarthy call such Part I.
people? What action was sometimes taken against them?
Now have pupils read brief summaries of court cases re-
lated to the refusal to answer questions. (You will prob-
ably wish to have pupils read and discuss these cases one
at a time. Use only those cases in Part One at this time.
Remind the class of the need to adjust their reading rate
to purpose of reading for details.) Discuss the arguments
for refusal to answer questions. (What have the courts
said about such grounds for refusal? Do you think the
arguments are sound?'etc.) Also,review the role of the
Supreme Court in interpreting the Constitution.

176. Have a pupil prepare an imaginary editorial which might
have appeared in England or France as the result of some
of the hearings before Congressional committees. Read
it to the cics:, and then discuss the effects of hearings
upon our image abroad. Remind pupils that McCarthy in-
vestigated state department personnel and charged some
with turning in reports which favored the communist
cause. Discuss: If you had been a representative of
the State Department overseas, how might these attacks
on others have affected your reporting of what you saw
in the country to which you were assigned?
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pp. 12-11:
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S. Checks on the bias and com etency
of witnesses authors, an JpFUUTE:
ers of material.

S. Looks for points of agreement and
disagreement among authors.

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may be enemies of freedom
in that they ma; deprive the in-
dividual of options Just as surely
as government may.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Generalizes from data.

Having determined the causes of a
social problem, scrutinizes possi-
ble consequences of alternative
course of action, evaluates them
in the light of basic values, lists
arguments ;:or end against eacl pro-
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177. Show the film qeration Abolition and also the film
which analyzes it and the way it was made. Discuss.

178. P. pupil might read and compare Miller's play The Cruci-
ble with Starkey's, A Devil in Massachusetts. He should
747Tte a paper doing two things: (1) dvaluating the his-
torical accuracy-of the play, and (2) discussing t:e
comparisons which Miller was interested in drawing be-
tween the Salem Witch Trials and some of the modern at-
tempts to combat subversion.

Film:

Miller, Cruel
A Devil

179. Have several pupils examine the records of the 1966 hear- Use Reader'
ings on the Ku Klux Klan and the publicity which these
hearings received. They should discuss the hearings in
class and compare them with the purposes and techniques
used in the communist hearings. They should also report
on any effects of these hearings.

100. Have a group of pupils investigate the House Committee on
Un-American Activities hearings into anti-war activities
during the summer of 1966. They should discuss the hear-
ings and the way in which witnesses behaved at the hear-
ings. Also discuss: What was the purpose of the hearings?
Was this purpose related to the legislative function?

Use Reader's

131. Break the class into buzz groups to discuss case 3 under Westin, Discu
congressional investigating committees in Westin's pamph- pp. 14-1
let. After a brief time for discussion of the case, hold
a general class discussion on the following questions:
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film Operation Abolition and also the film Film: Operation Abolition.
alyzes it and ehe way it was made. Discuss.
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Stcrkey's, A Devil in Massachusetts. He should
Japer doing two things: (l) evaluating the his-
3ccuracy-of the play, and (2) discussing the
ons which Miller was interested in drawing be-
e Salem Witch Trials and some of the modern at-
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Miller, Crucible; Starkey,
A Devil in Massachusetts.
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Use Readers Guide.
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er a brief time for discussion of the cu:e, hold
class discussioil on the following questions:



posal, and seiiects the course of
action which seems most likely to
prove heleul in achieving the de-
sired _goal or goals.

G. Constitutions may contain negative
prohibitons as well as grants of
power and statements of relation-
ships; that is, they may in democ-
racies prevent majority action on
some subjects or at least slow such
action down.

G. The contrast between democratic and
non-democratic political systems
may be looked at as a conflict in
basic underlying values.

G. Federalism pays greater homage
than unitary government to local
differences and autonomy, :but it
also pays the greater price in in-,
consistencies, diversity, and com-
petition.

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

S. Generalizes from data.

S. Having determined the causes of a
social problem, scrutinizes possi-
ble consequences of alternative
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5. Some people have suggeste
amendment be repealed; i

been passed to get eviOen
otherwise be self-incrimi

6. Lie detectors have been u
security programs in indu
in government; some peop
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5. Some people have suggested that the fifth
amendment be repealed; immunity laws have
been passed to get evidence which might
otherwise be self-incriminating.

6. Lie detectors have been used widely in
security programs in industry as well as
in, government; some people would like
to see our laws changed to permit the use
of lie-datfrtor evidence in trials.
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How effective do you think congressional investigating
committees have been in fighting subversion? What ef-
fects have they had upon civil liberties? What proce-
dural safeguards do you think such committees should fol-
low? Why: Do you think such committees should be given
more power? Should their power be restricted? Why or
why not?

102. Have several pupils debate the pros and cons of the 5th
amendment provision against self-incrimination. Then
remind pupils of the iMmunity laws and have pupils read
and discuss the number of cases arising under the immun-
ity laws. Di.cuss the problems arising between the fed-
eral and state governments over testimony by people who
might be called by both levels of government for testi-
mony.

183. Have a pupil give a report on the use of lie detector
tests in government and industry. (You might even
have someone bring in an uncomplicated machine to dem-

Griswold, The
Today.. (One s
printed in Sch
can Government
pp. 259-
Hook, Common S
Fifth t
Civ11 L
States, pp.
Blessincs of _b
rgis,

Series of art
mgazine Jun
JuaTy 20, 954
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ve do you think congressional investigating
:-Iave been in fighting subversion? What ef-
t-hey had upon civil liberties? What proce-
uards do you think such committees F.hould fol-
Do you think such committees should be given
Should their power be restricted? Why or

pupils debate the pros and cons of the 5th
rovision against self-incrimination. Then
is of the immunity laws and have pupils read
the number of cases arising under the immun-

Discuss the problems arising between the fed-
ate governments over testimony by people who
fled by both levels of government for testi-

11 give a report on the use of lie detector
Dvernment and industry. (Yo'i might even
le bring in an uncomplicated machine to dem-

Griswold, The Fifth Amendrp-nt
Today, (One section is re-
printed in Schmidt, ed, Ameri
can Government in Action,
PP. 259-169.)
Hook, Common Sense and the
Fifth Amendment; Cushman,
Civil LIFerties in the 'lilted
States, pp. 140444; Chafee,
blesstnasof Liberty, ch, 7;

Davis,i" But We Were Born Free,

Series oc articles in Reporter
magazine Outle 8, June zi,
July 20, 1954;-June 9,-1953)



courses of action, evaluates them
in the light °flask values, lists
arguments for and against each pro-
posal, and selects the course of
action Which seems most likely to
FFWE-helpful in achieving thi-ai=
sireo Goal or goals.

S. Reads for details.

S. LookF for relaionships among e-
vents.

S. Adjusts reading rate to purpose in
1758trig.

S. Rea-is for details.

G. Eci those courts appointed for
life are not free from the all-per-
vasive pressures of public opinion,
widely-held values and beliefs, and
other political pressures.

G. Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values, the
perceptions, and the experiences
of the person making the decision.

G. Constitutions must have an ulti-
mate interpreter, since they are
of nature ambiguous and non-spe
cific.

-153-

7. The federal government has
of acts aimed at controlli
within th country, preve
of more mists or tray
communis communist sy
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7. The federal government has passed a series
of acts aimed at controlling the communists
within this country, preventing the entry
of more communists or travel abroad for
communists or communist sympathizers.
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onstrate such tests and the principle behind them.

Discuss: How effective are those machines in achieving
purposes? (Are they r::.11-2ble in picking out only those
who lie?) How does the use of such tests affect people's
likerties? Do you think the use of such tests should be
expanded? restricted?

1C1:. Have pupils read excerpts from the Smith Act or at !east
a summary of the Act. Discuss: When was this act passe°.
What was happening in this country at that time? What
was the purpose of the act when it was passed? Then .:!11
pupils how the act was first used against TrotsKyites
rather than members of the U.S. Communist Party.

105. Have pupils read Judge Medina's charge to the jury in
the trial of the cop 11 communists. (Remind them to
read slowly for details.) Discuss the difference be-
tween advocacy and conspiracy to advocate. Then have
the pupils read excerpts from the majority opinion and
dissenting opinions in the Dennis case. Or have Lt./311s
read a brief summary of the case. Then discuss the de-
cision of the Supreme Court. Also ask: When was the
decision reached? Do you think the same decision would
be made today? Why or why not? (Note possible effects
of different membership on the Court, of different pub-
lic atmosphere, of differences in ideas about the strength
of the Communist Party and so the "clear and present clan:
ger," etc.)

Science Di
apt.,

pest, Nov.
rivac of

e

West, "Acts
munist Acti

"Selected R
"Cases Relat
Act."
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such tests and the principle behind them.

How effective are those machines in achieving
(Are they rtlii..!bie in picking out only those
How does the use of such tests affect people's

? Do you think the use of such tests should be
restricted?

Science Digest, Oct., 1955.
Sept., 1954; Reader's Di-
ses, N, v., 1953. Brenton,
Privacy of Invaders, chs. 6-
7.

Is read excerpts from the Smith Act or at least West, "Acts Requlating Com
of the Act. Discuss: When was this act passed? munist Activities."
nwpening in this country at that time? What
urpose of the act when it was passed? Then
w tl act was first used against Trotskyites
an members of the U.S. Communist Party.

Is read Judge Medina's charge to the jury in
of the cop 11 communists. (Remind them to
ly for details.) Discuss the difference be-
ocacy and conspiracy to advocate. Then have
s read excerpts from the majority opinion and
g opinions in the Dennis case. Or have pupils
ief summary of the case. Then discuss the de-
the Supreme Court. Also ask: When was the

reached? Do you think the same decision would
oday? Why or why not? (Note possible effects
ent membership on the Court, of different pub-
phere, of differences in idea: about the strength
mmunist Party and so the "clear and present (Jan:

"Selected Readings" or West,
"Cases Related to Smith
Act."
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S. Sets up hypotheses about conse-
quences of alternative courses of
action.

S. Tests hypotheses against data.

S. Generalizes from data.
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186. Have pupils read the rest of the descriptions of cases
arising under the Smith Act. It is probably wise to
read and discuss them one at a time. Be sure to discuss
the reasons for the decisions and also the implications
of these cases for both the effectiveness of the Smith
Act in fighting subversion and the effect of the act up-
on civil liberties. Once more have pupils note the im-
portant role of the Supreme Court in our system.

1L,7. Have several pupils present a symposium-panel on the In-
ternal Security Act of 1950. They should tell the pu-
pils about the provisions of the Act and then discuss
the pros and cons of the act.

Have the class try to predict possible outcomes of this
Act in terms of effectiven ss, impact upon civil liber-
,ies, and Supreme Court interpretations on constitution-
al ity.

10C. Have a pupil investigate recent cases related to the In-
ternal Security Act. What has happened to this act as
the-result of Supreme Court decisions? Now discuss: On
the basis of how this act has operated and the Supreme
Court decisions, how effective do you think the act has
been In combatting communism in this country? What ef-
fect do you think it has had on civil liberties?

189. Have a group of students present a combination sympos-
ium -panel discussion on changes ir. the immigration acts
to fight subversion.

West, "Cases
Smith Act."

Guttman, C
Courts an
Go oom,
and Freedom,
Chafee, B es
Barth,
pp. 42-
Freedom, bp.
Weyl, Battle
alty, c

"Selected Re
and Peltason
People, pp.
ed., Problem
American

se Kea
locate in or
recent decis

Goldbloom,
and Fraedom
cox,
Attac pp.
FUFBBffienta
FFFe7eo
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roup of Students present a combination sympos-
1 discussion on changes ir the immigration acts
subversion.

West, "Cases Related to
Smith Act."

Guttman, Communism, the
Courts, and the Constitution;
Goldbfor.pm, American Security
and Freedom, pp. 49-53;
Chafee,Tressings of Liberty;
Barth, Icyaltyof Free Men,
pp. 42-47T-Bia577F75777
fifed2m, pp. 28-31, 106-107;
VWF;ATitcle Against Disloy-
alti, ch. 19.

"Selected Readings;" Burns
and Peltason, Gov't. Br the
People, pp. 1507152; Riddle,
ed., Problems and Promise of
American etr7'iocracy, pp. 460.-
41; Use Kead6r's &hide to
locate information on more
recent decisions.

Goldblcom, Americanlecurity
and Freedom, pp. 53=551- Wil-
cox, Civil Liberties Under
Attack, pp. 70-73; Konvitz,
AVTaiental Liberties of A
Free Reople: Religion, Speech,
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Defines problem by identifying
values invor-ved,

Having determined the causes of a
social problem, scrutinizes eoss -

hie consequences of alternatIve
courses ofactionevaluatesthern
7,7-t77 1 I ql) t of as IC values ITS is
arguments for and against each pro-
posa and selects the course of
action which .)eems most likely to
pro\eRIT7717771Teving the de-
sired goal or goas.

G. Any decision is in part a product
of the internalized values, the
perceptions, and the experiences
of the person making the decision.

G. The decision-maker reacts to pres-
sures from other decision- makers
as well as to pressures from the
outside (such as public opinion
and Interest groups).
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-Press; O'Br
curit and

amas,
Campbell

190. Divide the class into groups to discuss brief ise scud- West, "Case
ies related to some of those denied entry to the U.S. un- gration."
der the changed immigration laws. Have rc-porters or -.:sent
the opinions of their groups. If th2y diffe:, hoid d
general class of the cae. B . .ur- Lc e
the clecr, (a) ider, .= hE. value ccn:lict invr've. ic

each I , artd (-) c-Jr1..-cr; or
the of thy' U. 5o,:err,,If,'

1:-;1, Give pupils c!ittoed account of sev,fal Acii.ricons who
have been denied passports to travel abroad and or the
general denial of passports to tr.: l in Red Chira and
Cuba. Have pupils who have read Lucy' describe the ef-
fects of the restrictions on Luce and his friends.

152. Have pupils read a summary of the prcvisions of Com-
munist Control i.cts of 1951, Discu:, the provisions in
terms of posstale effectiveness and eifects upon civil
liberties. TINn have a pupil tell the class about the
events leading up to the passage of these acts and the
debate related to the acts. (Discuss in terms of fac-
tors affecting decision-making.)

Bulletin of
Oct., MY.
Guide, Luc

West, "Acts
mun st! Act t
Guttman, C
and the Cor
ria-horn, rSi
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Press; O'Brian, Nati:rnal Se-
curity and IndiviMal Freedom;
Thomas, The Test of Freedom;
Campbell, The Golden Door.

he class into groups to discuss brief Ise stud- West, "Cases Related to Immi-
ted to some of those denied entry to i:hi U.S. un- gratlon."
changed immigration laws. Have reporters
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Bulletin of Atomic Scientists,
Oct., 15JM U-sraerV2,7
Guide. Luce, The New Le t.

West, "Acts Regulating Com-
munist. Activities."
Guttrian, Communismj the Courts,
and the Constitution, pp. 113ff.
G;Thorn, 741. Rights, pp. 70-9$.



S. Having determined the causes of a
social problem, scrutinizes possi-
ble consequences OT alternative
courses of action evaluates themmcmerightos
arguments For and against each pro-
posal, and selects the course of

Isractionwhichseerrnostlikelto

sired- goal or goals.

S. Checks on the completeness of data
and Ts wary of generalizations based
on insufficient evidence. (Identi-
Ties exam les of card-stackinglia-
clud nq quoting out of context.)

A. IS COMMITTED TO THE FREE EXAMINA-
TION OF SOCIAL ATTITUDES AND DATA.

A. FEELS A SENSE OF RESPONSIB!LITY FOR
KiCPING INFORMED ABOUT CURRENT PROB-
LEMS

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is a close and obvious one; the or-
ganization of majorities, the com-
petition in goals, and the ability
to oppose which dorDcracy presup-
poses all depend on a high degree
of personal freedom.

S. Defirres,problem by identifying
values involved.
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9. Attempts have been made to
tapping laws to rna'e it e
evidence .-1d p-: po

10. Both legal and informal
attempted to -estrict sub
ture and propaganda.
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9. Attempts have been made tc 'range our wire-
tapping laws to miDe it ea..ier ,) obtain
evidence p Le possihl, uhversives.

10. Both legal did infomai _nsorhip h.,/e
atteripted to restrict subversive liter,_
tore and propaganda.
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193. Now have sel ral pupils present a panel discussion on
the question. Should our wiretapping laws be changed?
They should preceed this discussion by a rev.ew of the
present st tus of such laws. They should also discuss
the possible need for control of electronic devices.

194. If you have not used them earlier, have the class divide
into buzz groups to discuss the censorship cases in Wes-
tin.

Dash, et.al.,
Brenton, he
chs. 6-10; a
for Dec. 23,
1953; "The C
tapping," L
Zeldermyer,
ch. 12; "1 W
Sat Eve Pos
aves ropp

Down but Not
2i. 1967.

Westin
PP. 5-

Di scu
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several pupils present a panel discussion on
ion: Should our wiretapping laws be changed?
Id precee,I this discussion by a review of the
:atus of such laws. They should also discuss
)le need for control of electronic devices.

Dash, .t.al., The Eavesdisrppers;
Brenton, The Privacy Invade's,
chs. 6-10; artiCTes in Re orter
for Dec. 23,` 1952 and Jan. 6.
1953; "The Cade Against Wire-
tapping," Look, Sept. 27, 1949;
2eldermyer7Fvasion of Privacy,
ch. 12; "I Was a Wiretapper,"
Sat, Eve. Post, Sept., 10, 1949;
"Eavesdropping Legislation:
Down but Not Out ?" Time, June
23, 1967.

/c not used them earlier, have the class divide Westin, Discussion Cases,
groups to discuss the censorship cases in Wes- pp. 5-h.



A. SUPPORTS FREEDOM OF THOUGHTAND EX-
PRESSION.

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may be enemies of freedom
ir that they may deprive the in-
dividual of options just as surely
as government may.

G. Freedom's relationship to democracy
is a close and obvious one; the or-
ganization of majorities, the com-
petition in pals, and the ability
to oppose which democracy presup-
poses all depend on a high degree
of personal freedom.

S. Rejects whole-part arguments.

. G. Freedom's relationship to democ-
racy is a close and obvious one;
the organization of majorities, the
competition in goals, and the abil-
ity to'oppose which democracy pre-
supposes all depend on a high degree
of personal freedom.
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195. Or show the film Freedom to Read if pupils did not see
it in the.Oth grade. Discuss t'he issue in terms of pos-
sible effects of censorship.

196. Give pupils the names of a series of books which have
been censored in recent years. (Include many with po-
litical or socio-economic themes.) Do not tell them
that they have been censored. Just ask how many pupils
have read each one. Do they know what these books have
in common? Then tell them about the censorship. Dis-
cuss possible reasons for the censorship. Also discus
Do you think that censorship reduces the number of read-
ers? Why or why not? How might censorship for obscen-
ity be used to censor books for political views? What
have you learned about censorship in other countries
where it is very thorough throughout the country? Do
you think such censorship is wise as a means of fighting
subversive ideas? Why or why not?

197. Show the film Peaceful Assembl and Free Speech if pu-
pils did not see it in t e th grade. Iscuss the is-
sures in the case and relate them to more recent cases.
Then have a concluding discussion: Does censorship
hurt or hinder the attempt to preserve security?

19b. Have a pupil report on recent cases of censhorship or
attempted censorship of either Far Left or Far Right
groups. Discuss the pros and cons of such censorship.
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the film Freedom to Read if pupils did not see Film: Freedom to Read, 14 min.,
.e.Oth grade. Discuss the issue in terms of pos- AFL -CIO distributors.
fects of censorship.

ils the names of a series of books which have
sored in recent years. (Include many with po-
or socio-economic themes,) Do not tell them
y have been censored. Just ask how many pupils
d each one. Do they know what these books have
n? Then tell them about the censorship. Dis-
sible reasons for the censorship. Also discuss:
hint; that censorship reduces the number of read-
y or why not? How might censorship for obscen-
sed to censor books for political views? What
learned about censorship in other countries
is very thorough throughout the country? Do

k such censorsh10 is wise as a means of fighting
ve ideas? Why or why not?

e film Peaceful Assembly and Free Speech if pu-
id not see ft in the 9th grade. Discuss the is-
in the case and relate them to more recent cases.
:ve a concluding discussion: Does censorship
r hinder the attempt to preserve security?

pupil report on recent cases of censhorship or
ted censorship of either Far Left or Far Right

Discuss the pros and cons of such censorship.

See also: Daniels, Censorship
of Books; Blanshard, The Right
To Read; Haight,
Banned Books; Cooper, The Right
15UtOw; Wilcox, Civil Liberties
Under Attack.

Film: Peaceful Assembly and
Free Speech, 25 min., AFT-
CTO distributors.

Use Reader's Guide and annual
ACLU reports.



G. The means used may interfere with
the achievement of ends,

G. In complex societies, non-govern-
mental aggregates of power or in-
fluence may Lc enemies of .freedom
in that they may ftrive the indiv-
idual of just as surely as
government. may.

A. "VALUES INSTITUTIONS AS A MEANS OF
PROMOTING HUMAN WELFARE, NOT BE-
CAUSE OF TRADITION; IS WILLING TO
CHANGE INSTITUTIONS AS TIMES CREATE
NEW PROBLEMS.

-163-

114 Private individuals a

rled on their own ca
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12. Some people argue that
fight cuinmunism is to
reduce poverty and dis
other social problems
cite in their attempts
and new members.
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lb. Private individuals and groups have car-
ried on their own campaigns against com-
munists.

12. Some people argue that the best way to
fight communism is to pass measures which
reduce poverty and discrimination and
other social problems which communists
cite in their attempts to gain supporters
and new mcmbers.
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199. Now remind pupils.of,what they have learned about some
of the measures used by groups of the extreme right in
this country. Discuss:. In the light of what-you have
studied thus far, do you think that such measures are
effective in corbatting communism? Do you think they
are dangerous in and of themselves? If you think they
are dangerous, or if you dislike such moesures, how would
you try to :-,top them? (Discuss problem of using measures
such as cc,LocL.hip etc. aninst Lhse crous. Do puils
who opposcd uch meastsces c:iit

sympathizci-: uippose them now? r".gain focus the discuf:sion
on the quesLi: Do the ends justify the means: Do the
means user' the ends cri be E::::-.iuved?;
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dur:ng the heiyht el (h. Mc
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Now remind pupils of what they have learned about some
of the measures used by groups of the extreme right in
this country. Discuss:. In the light of what-you have
.studied thus far, do you think that such measures are
effective in corbatting communism? Do you think they
are dangerous i and of themselves? If you think they
are dangerous, or If you dislike such mo,.,sures, how would
you try to f,tnp them? (Discuss problem of using measures
such as ce-3oc!,hip etc, ,v,inst on.us. Do poils
who opposed measures 6,jz-inst
sympathizel- c:,ppoe them now? f.gain focus the discusion
on the Do the e-,ds justify the means: Do the
means use the ends bo

Have a , it...port co bla,klis: '- _::o
dur:n9 the lif.,s;yht of Mc

. the L.:ed

oL S:JE:)! Med-Urt.:1- te;r7 3F
,csJ upon c vi 1 liberties.

-

yr t

t.;

Miller, JIATats and the Judged;

4
Nizer, ThdJury Returns, ch.

(digested as "Blacklisted,"
in R. DInest, Mch., 1967.)

L;yor Hoover on the role Hoover, 'A Study of Communism,
c.orn ;,,uniLfr..: Discuss: pp. 186-18-6.

WJuld you agree

-p LLu 131? ',thy or why

i. ,! lic;kt L.:- Alak. jot_ ...,..4 about th:! apo:',TIs. ' i 1; i;.k counts -v, can yuu think oF o y ot' er
.; . ,e.: whiLit .iiyht help blunt these appeals?

, ,' ; ,t..ps ,)I il.,-.. ..0r- Right Icaet to such problems?
, . , .7,1,:,, .nd euni of pl..,ii-ds of socio-economic
d:: ,J , .,11-15 of -,i.lcserving out" security. Also dis-

-,,i1Ic ci,ucts Lipun ci,i1 lroerties.



G. Cnwocracy does not bear up well in
societies in which basic dissatis-
factions with the social and econom-
ic institutions prevail and become
the focus of political competition.

A. IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

IS SCEPTICAL OF PANACEAS.

S. Having_ determined the causes of a
prob 1 em, scrutinizes possible con-
sLquences of alternative courses
of action, evaluates them in the
light of basic values, lists argu-
ments for and against each propo-
sal, and selects the course of ac-
tion which seems most likely to
prove helpful in achieving the de-
sired goals.
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13. An attempt has been made in Congress to
pass bills to restrict organizational con-
spiracies such as the Ku Klux Klan.

14. Attempts have been made through court ac-
tion, through, proposed l&gislatTen, and
through a variety of other piAbli.7 and pri-
vate measures to curb those H-io oppose the
war effort in Viet Nam.

a. Draft card burners and 'Totestors have
been arrested and th.,-Qatened with the
loss of student deferments.

b. The Pool b;11 would have provided new
restrictions on those who aid the enemy
in time of war and would have punished
those who tried to interfere with mili-
tary traffic in the U.S.
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203. Have a pupil report on the Anti-Klan bill je nr,(.
should tell the class about its provis:, n:,
discuss: Do you think such a bill vicuW
or why not? (Be sure to have pupils
issues, values involved, factual
etc.)

0'4. Have the entire class read -,sure

to try to cur:) draft-card bur,--s3 Jnd 'itsls by
students cocinst the Viet Nom '.;r, C; Hay( sevef,31 W"-
pils present a combination discu,si , on
such measures . Then disc'Jss the pros :Ind cons of ouch
measure in tc,-ms of the f'ffecciv-nfl'::, in achicvincl
poses ,--:1J the effects on civil liL)rrti(

-05. Hove a pupil give a report on the Pool 'Jill which
introdLIced and passed the House of Ropicsentatives, tri
1966. He should analyze the provi:,lo is of the Lill and
diccuss some of the quest ions rdised durit .9 the House
debote. Afterwards have the class discuss the pros and
cons of such a bill.

See

"Thcl F

with 1

1966,
Rr,adet
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pupil report on the Anti-Klan b:11 'af 1966.
tell the class about its provisHns.

Do you think such a bill wouic L Ase?
not? (Be sure to have pupils cfine the L
values involved, factual que'zIti,s Invok

e entire class read a, cl

to curb draft-card bun ics and by
s against the Viet Ni er. C; hav seveial on
esent a combination syr.,psium-pael discussLo on
dsures. Then discuss the pros and cons of each
in terms of the erfectivr,ni-s in achieving ,,Jr.-

nd the effects on civil libc-rlies.

pupil give a report on the rocl bill which w.:,s
iuced and passed the House of Representatives in
He should analyze the provisios of the i ill and

s some of the quest;ons raised duriry the House
Afterwards have the class discuss the pros and

jf such a bill,

j. "Anti-Klan Bill Would
C.Jciaw CIA, Union Tells

AC," Civil Liberties,
ptef:Ler, 1966, p. 7;

rLo, i_se Reader's Guide.

see 'der's Guide.
....,.

"The Hou:'e Loses Patience
with HUAC," Reporter, Dec. 1,

1966, pp. 3576. See also
Reader's Guide.
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Other public and private measures have
been used against demonstrators.

IV. Measures to preserve our security can be assessed
in terms of the extent of the danger to our secur-
ity, the effectiveness of the measures in achiev-
ing their purposes, and the degree to which the
measures affect civil liberties.
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206. Have several pupils investigate and report on other
measures taken against those who have demonstrated in
some fashion against the Viet Nam war. Then hold a
class discussion on the pros and cons of such measures.

-Culminating Procedures

207. Now have each pupil prepare a paper in which he presents
his arolysis of measures already used and presents his
ideas on the best means of preserving our security with-
cut sacrificing essential freedoms. Afterwards, hole a
culminating discussion on the same question.

:.108. Give pupils a unit test and discuss it in class. Include
a mock speech on American security which pupils should
analyze in terms of consistency, accuracy, completeness
of data, persuasion devices, and basic assumptions.
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